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Preface 
 
Some years ago, my brother and I were inventing fictitious band names as a way to pass 
the time during a long drive when he made up the name Spamglok. As a take on the 
word glamrock, it immediately flipped some creative switch inside me, and within a few 
months, I’d written the first two chapters of Spamglok: Exploitation Without 
Forethought—A Chronicle of International Idiocy, Accidental Wealth and Rock 'n' Roll. 
 
The work wasn’t written as a book. Being a fan of mockumentary films like “This Is 
Spinal Tap,” “The Rutles: All You Need Is Cash” and “FUBAR,” as well as the little-known 
Bad News mockumentaries of the late '80s, I created the work as a narrative—a film 
framework that included fictional album notes and other material to lend inspiration to 
visuals. Admittedly approaching the project without a true understanding of how film 
treatments were typically done, I sent the first chapter to a few film companies but no 
one expressed an interest in taking it on as a project. So I filed the whole thing away 
until 2014, when I decided to update the work a bit and make it available online for any 
filmmaker who might see a comedy worth exploring. 
 
Spamglok: Exploitation Without Forethought represents stream-of-consciousness 
writing, a methodology that firstly grabs inspiration as it appears and addresses 
formatting afterward. The overall spirit of the work—a celebration of following 
inspiration versus over-thinking and pre-filtering—is captured in Spamglok’s official 
motto, as coined by long-time Spamglok fan Glokette: 
 
“Say dumb things, make loud noises.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Forward 
 
If body count alone were enough for a band to achieve rock immortality, Spamglok 
would be among the all-time best on the Billmorgue Top 100. In the four-year life of the 
band, the group’s co-founders Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev (a.k.a. Nifty and Shaky 
Spamglok) went through some twenty-five members. Most disappeared or perished 
under mysterious circumstances. Among them: Sangar Savaari (a.k.a. Rubber Boy), who 
finally stretched himself too thin; Poplo Averstein, who choked on a ride cymbal; 
Bandolero Jones, who fell off a barge and washed ashore at a voodoo retreat in 
Barbuda; Ray Pillfriendly, who joined a Raelian sect; and Dwight Scorchless, who 
disappeared after being duct-taped to a westbound Kenilworth in New Smyrna Beach, 
Fla. Even studio technicians, producers, managers, acquaintances and complete 
strangers weren’t immune to the Spam-cyclone. When Hans and Leo needed backup 
singers while recording in the Caribbean, for example, they kidnapped a group of 
tourists for the job before starting a bonfire with the tourists’ floral-print shirts. On 
another occasion, Leo set a pack of hungry rabbits loose in the Catamaran Hotel while 
vacationing in Antigua, and for his brief stint as band manager, pastry mogul Priggit 
O’Donnybrook was rewarded with a crisper full of vomit. Spamglok was, in short, a train 
wreck—a 10,000-watt catastrophe that sputtered toward no fixed address after sheer 
chance threw wayward salesman Emo Dresden together with Hans and Leo at the club 
Skapa Sjaskig in the Netherlands. 
 
Had Hans and Leo only possessed a pure talent for creative destruction, they likely 
would have amounted to little more than a musical footnote. Yet somehow their 
musical ability slightly eclipsed their skill for destroying lives (as well as businesses and 
whole communities), so they were able to add numerous CDs, films and TV shows to the 
great pile of broken contracts, empty liquor bottles, lawsuits, stolen instruments and 
medical bills that are the Spamglok legacy. Some believe simple sideshow appeal was 
the reason behind Spamglok’s international success. Others believe Hans and Leo were 
misunderstood poets ahead of their time. Whatever the truth is, one fact stands. 
Spamglok remains an indelible stripe in the underpants of rock ‘n’ roll. 
 
This is their story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 1: Exposure Without Ambition 
 
In the world of contemporary rock music, bands typically realize success through talent, 
hard work and the promotional skills of the right people—elements that never visited 
Spamglok, the poetically abominable rock band founded by Netherlanders Hans Papillio 
and Leo Kurshev. They had little musical talent. Their craftsmanship mainly lay in their 
ability to consume quantities of alcohol that would have sterilized lesser bipeds. Their 
plans rarely exceeded their capacity to make them (which was usually the distance to 
the nearest bail bondsman) and the only people who regularly publicized their names 
were law-enforcement officials. Yet in 2010, the pair boarded a squid trawler, staggered 
into the music and film industry and burned so quickly and offensively that several 
environmental protection agencies briefly tried to have them classified as a methane 
explosion. 
 
So who were they? Who were these Netherlanders who reached so far down into the 
airsickness bag of impertinence that they managed to tear through the bottom to 
plunder the buffet table of the glitterati? Why did their manager, Emo Dresden, 
eventually try to destroy them? Why was a German stripper trying to kill Emo—as well 
as most other people around her? How did Bratt Honduras, Japanese television, Lucky 
Rodent pellets, a two-hour film about apples and the Belleville Coupon Clipper factor 
into the equation? Why are so few Spamglok CDs found today and where are Hans and 
Leo now? 
 
It’s perhaps best to start at the beginning. 
 
Long ago, a cluster of amoebas formed in a primordial puddle. Two of the amoebas 
slithered over to another puddle where grain was fermenting in warm water, and happy 
hour was born. 
 
Fast forward to the year 2010 and the release of the independent film Spamglok. 
 

Spamglok (The Netherlands) 2010 

Director: Emo Dresden 
Cinematographer: Feg Vendo 

Synopsis: Two penniless Netherlanders stumble into the music business after their 

ruined marriages strip them of sound judgment and healthy living habits, but 

when their band, Spamglok, makes it big, the pair sets new levels of sloth and 

idiocy, which ironically only make them bigger media darlings. Shown with 

English and Japanese subtitles. Also known as Ich Liebe Dich Spamgloken 

(Denmark) and My Name Is Happy Boys (Japan). 

Cast: 

Hans Papillio—Nifty Spamglok 

Leo Kurshev—Shaky Spamglok 

Klaus Birkenstock—Weasel Spamglok 

Xev Blumenstatt—Slippry Spamglok 



Grendel Reichen—Flipper Spamglok 

Woody Stahl—Fluffy Spamglok 

Sangar Savaari—Rubber Boy 

Claire Eikman—Party Chick 

 
Often billed as a mockumentary, Spamglok was really a chronicle of director Emo 
Dresden’s desperate attempt to promote a Canadian tour for an unknown European 
band in order to get out of the Netherlands and escape a deranged stripper. Before the 
film, Emo was working as a sales rep for Dazzle Coins Corporation. The company slogan: 
“If you don’t have a Dazzle Coin, well, then you’ve obviously got something else.” He 
was flying to Pembrokeshire, England, for a dazzle-coins convention at Melbury Hall 
when another sales rep from a rival company, Thompson’s Sparkly Discs, challenged him 
to a drinking competition. Three days later, Emo awoke in the Netherlands—in the club 
Skapa Sjaskig, to be exact—and somehow was engaged to a German stripper named 
Claire Eikman. 
 
She said that she loved him. He initially liked her because he loathed her so much. Then 
she hated him because he liked her. Then, for a while, the pair hated total strangers, 
including anyone in the phone book. Then everyone started hating them. So they loved 
each other because they felt special. It was weird and sort of disgusting but they sure 
drank a lot through it all. So the owner of the Skapa Sjaskig never stopped loving them. 
 
After Claire had bled Emo of all his cash and had ripped apart his passport because of 
her phobia toward anything that came with a plastic sleeve, she started hating him 
again because the Sjaskig’s janitor, Snylta Hänglås, had hated Claire more than Emo ever 
had and Claire was digging the attention. Desperate to distract her, Emo told Claire that 
he was, in truth, a filmmaker and he’d star her in a movie if she’d just stop kicking him. 
With the few euros he’d earned selling his blood, he bought a camera, plus bandages. 
Next, he hired student cinematographer Feg Vendo to follow him around and film 
everything, which was exactly what Feg had been doing anyway from the beginning as 
part of a class project about strippers. Emo then wondered what to do next. He needed 
a miracle to free him from his predicament, but if the gods were listening, they were 
evidently hard up for representatives. Right about the time when Claire’s 
adenosylmethionine prescription ran out and she started picking at invisible bugs in 
Emo’s clothes, Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev walked into the Skapa Sjaskig. 
 
Local boys from the towns of Roosendaaland and Faraknopps, Hans and Leo hadn’t 
planned on impersonating the band scheduled to play later that night. They’d simply 
planned on stealing musical equipment. However, while they were discreetly fingering 
some guitars, the club owner (believing the band had arrived) clicked on the stage lights 
and told the boys to proceed with their sound check. So Hans and Leo went with the 
moment—a behavioral characteristic that would become a band trademark. 
 
Several things happened next. Hans introduced Leo and himself as Duttkiffer und das 



Flammend Steiler Verkrüppeln-Sterbefall Vorstellung (meaning Doctor Bunhead and the 
Flaming Rocket Stunt-Death Show) before launching into a heavy-metal version of the 
popular local folk ballad “Sei Anhaben ein Thumby” (roughly meaning don’t get all 
thumby). The club owner immediately threw a beer glass at the stage and accidentally 
hit Claire. Hans and Leo, with guitars in hand, bolted for the exit. Seeing an opportunity 
to escape the temporarily unconscious Claire, Emo (hotly followed by Feg Vendo, still 
filming) ran out of the club, followed Hans and Leo and convinced them that the only 
way to escape the authorities was to form a band and head to Canada for a tour of 
obscure farm-country villages. Hans and Leo agreed, having been stripped of good 
judgment and healthy living habits through their ruined marriages. Adopting the name 
Spamglok (meaning meatbell), they forged a passport for Emo and booked passage 
aboard a squid trawler bound for Nova Scotia. They’d later jump ship, steal more 
instruments and embark on their first musical odyssey—Spamglok: The Squid Trawler 
Fugitives Tour. 
 
Emo never anticipated Spamglok becoming a hit. He had envisioned stealing any money 
they made and stringing them along under the radar just long enough to abandon them 
in some small town, and in the beginning, Spamglok showed no sign of fluffing the 
public appendage. Given their poor English skills, Hans and Leo only enraged small-town 
audiences with songs like “Do You Have Running Water Here?” and “I’ll Keep the Words 
to This Song Simple.” To make matters worse (meaning better for Emo, who didn’t want 
a permanent association with Spamglok), bassist Xev Blumenstatt (found behind a 
dumpster in Dundalk, Ont.) kept calling Canadian beer “der schneetz” (which didn’t 
make sense in any language but enraged Canadians just the same). Emo planned to end 
his venture by booking the band at the annual Giant Blocks of Wood Festival in 
Newstad, Ont., where he was pretty sure the band would break into the local brewery 
before going pillaging in a merry haze, and indeed the band did. Xev alone consumed 
three stolen cases of Newstad Brownstock Ale (plus a box of lily bulbs from Thromson’s 
Hardware) before taking a fire truck for a joyride. After the local Boy Scouts had 
collected all the empties (which they secretly returned to buy their own beer) and after 
the police had wrangled Leo down from the roof of a century-home museum (where 
he’d been swinging drunk and naked from a lightning rod), Emo was certain that 
Spamglok’s days were done and he’d be free to resume his job with Dazzle, but the 
media loved the chaos. 
 
The Morning Movement newspaper ran the headline “The Vikings Have Landed Again, 
and This Time, They’re Taking No Empties.” The government of Denmark reacted, 
infuriated by the notion that the much-celebrated Vikings had originated in the 
Netherlands, and launched an armada of longboats against Newstad, but the seamen 
collapsed during the portage from Montreal. Enticed by the cash and publicity 
generated by Spamglok, Dazzle Coins formed a subsidiary company called Dazzle 
Records, put Emo in charge of the band and released Spamglok’s debut CD Spamglok: 
Confused in Any Language to great success. 
 



Across the Atlantic, Claire Eikman jumped on a plane (and later actually climbed into it) 
and flew to Canada to track down Emo, who had no choice but to cast Claire as Party 
Chick in Spamglok, the promotional film released in support of Spamglok: Confused in 
Any Language. He’d promised her a job in movies and a job at Netflix just wouldn’t 
make her happy. Emo hoped some casting agent would eventually sign Claire and take 
her away. Her contempt for everything Canadian, though, drove every agent away, and 
that gave Emo an idea. 
 
He instructed the band to act like lazy, contemptuous idiots. He told them, “All big stars 
act like lazy idiots. If you don’t, people won’t respect you.” So Spamglok followed Emo’s 
advice. After a short Wag the Wassail Tour to promote the band’s follow-up CD Around 
the World in 80 Spamgloks (recorded at Emo’s apartment during celebrations for 
Achterdochtig Schaap, meaning festival of the suspicious sheep, a holiday in 
Faraknopps), Leo summed up the band’s laziness during an interview with Treble Cliff 
magazine, saying, “The great danger of treating people as intelligent is, sooner or later, 
that intelligence will lead people to realize how stupid they’ve been, and that’s a scary 
prospect. So Spamglok doesn’t try to be too intelligent. We don’t want to frighten 
anyone. We have to be fair.” Emo had never known Dazzle to tolerate an embarrassing 
investment and assumed Dazzle would soon make Spamglok disappear in some landfill 
site, but the media loved the new, insolent Spamglok. Record sales continued to soar. 
Spamglok got richer as they tried to be stupider and Emo wondered if things could get 
any worse. 
 
They did. 
 
The squid trawler captain found Emo and demanded payment for passage to Nova 
Scotia. Claire, however, had burned all the money that Emo had stolen from Spamglok 
because Canadian bills were, according to the deranged stripper, “ridiculously colorful 
and full of all kinds of germs.” So the captain beat Emo with a squid—an event that later 
became the Spamglok hit “Squid Slap” from the 2011 Monkey Pucks CD. After he 
recovered (and pulled the last of the squid suckers from his face), Emo decided to 
showcase Spamglok in a spin-off Japanese game show. 
 

Spamgloken Super Happy Terrific Hour (Japan) May, 2010 – June, 2010 

Synopsis: Contestants compete for yen and prizes in this Japanese game show 

spun from the 2010 film Spamglok. Segments include Taste This Fish, and What’s 

This Vegetable That I’m Throwing at You, as well as Spin Around Until You Fall 

Down, and Scream If You Want to Get Out of There. Hosted by Hans Papillio. 

 
Emo couldn’t have cared less about whether the largely unscripted show would become 
a worldwide hit (which it did, especially among people who hated fish). He’d only 
wanted to ruin Spamglok’s unexpected fame by casting the band in a show so offensive, 
Dazzle Records would have to fire him as manager. He’d also wanted to make another 
escape attempt from Claire and Japan had seemed as far away from her as he could get. 



Spamglok shot over four-hundred Super Happy Terrific Hour episodes in two months. 
Emo hoped pure exhaustion would permanently drive the band into therapy, and for a 
time, the plan unfolded tidily. During taping of the legendary Which Member of the 
Audience Slept With Your Partner episode (which involved cops, circumstantial evidence 
and relentless beatings with a foam hammer), an exhausted Hans thought he was a 
chickadee and wouldn’t stop cheeping for fourteen hours. 
 
During the show’s run, Spamglok members filled various roles, since the format changed 
from day to day. Hans remained as host except during the Run-Amuck Lawn Mowers 
episode, when he played the bratty goalie Rake Spanker. Xev Blumenstatt played both 
Sister Ruby Karma and Sparkle Bronski, and Leo served as Punishment Dude (verbally 
humiliating contestants for incorrect answers), Elephant Wrangler and the guy who 
raided local fruit markets for no apparent reason. 
 
Emo failed to ruin Spamglok because, in the world of television, offensive programming 
has two classifications and he didn’t know the difference. The first classification is TV 
only dismal enough to be forgettable. The second classification is TV resembling a 
freeway pileup—a spectacle so horrifying and twisted that few can turn away, and 
Spamgloken Super Happy Terrific Hour was that kind of mesmerizing wreck. After Leo 
catapulted himself naked into the heart of Tokyo as a promotional stunt, the world 
press praised Spamglok as “brave new purveyors of television.” The show went 
international. Dazzle Records applauded Emo as a marketing genius and Claire flew to 
Japan to once again love him while threatening his life. 
 
Had the format of Spamgloken Super Happy Terrific Hour remained open-concept, 
Spamglok may have passed into game-show legend. Yet Worldwide Socks, owners of the 
show, switched the format to a simple question-and-answer style in a bid to win the 
Jeopardy! crowd. During the first taping of the newly formatted show, Leo stole the 
prizes and Hans simply made up questions. Then the entire band looted the green room 
before fleeing to India, where Feg Vendo filmed the band in concert. 
 

Spamglok: Live at the Bollywood Bowl (The Netherlands) 2010 

Director: Emo Dresden 
Cinematographer: Feg Vendo 

Synopsis: Spamglok performs at India’s famous Highland Games Arena. Songs 

include selections from Spamglok’s two albums, including the debut CD 

Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and the follow-up CD Around the World in 

80 Spamgloks. Look for bassist Xev Blumenstatt throwing up backstage. 

 
Back in Canada, Dazzle Coins Corporation waited apprehensively for Spamglok: Live at 
the Bollywood Bowl, which the company assumed would turn a profit greater than that 
earned by the inaugural Spamglok film. Unfortunately for the Dazzle coffers, by the time 
the movie arrived in Canada, bootleg versions were widely available for download under 
a variety of titles, including Under the Kilt With Spamglok, The Defilement of Madhya 



Pradesh and Lights! Cameras! Traction! Anxious to capitalize on the distribution deal 
struck for the concert film, Dazzle instructed Emo to book Spamglok into Toronto’s 
Bathurst Street Theatre for a quick performance and film-shoot. Due to a clerical error 
on Claire Eikman’s part, however, Spamglok showed up at the Carleton Multiplex and 
were booed out of the cinema while playing “Nipple Ring Infection.” Moving into 
damage-control mode after Spamglok vandalized the snack bar before fleeing from 
angry ushers wielding movie-size Twizzlers, Dazzle grabbed a freelance writer living in 
the office lunch room and asked him to pen a script about a Spamglok-like band called 
Spamclot. Dazzle hoped movie patrons wouldn’t notice the difference, but after Dazzle 
withheld money from the freelancer as payment for all the relish packets he’d eaten, 
the writer penned a new script in retaliation and secretly delivered it to Emo. 
 

Sponko (Canada) 2010 

Director: Emo Dresden 

Synopsis: Two heavy-metal rock stars decide to reinvent themselves as gentler 

musicians after several world tours leave them spent of sound business sense and 

much of their hearing, but a lifetime of hard rock has done little to help the duo hit 

the New Age mark. Songs include “Ear Candling in the Wind” and “Crystals and 

Other Crap That You People Like.” Quasi-sequel to the 2010 film Spamglok. 

Shown with rotating English, Swedish and Mandarin subtitles. Soundtrack 

released as Soyglok. Also known as Lycklig Gröten Sponko (Germany) and Zoom-

Zoom Sponko (Japan). 

Cast: 

Wemsley Bing—Happy Sponko 

Aucky Nibbins—Zippy Sponko 

Randy Biffit—Lefty Sponko 

Holden Hausmann—Springy Sponko 

Bobby Gooey—Propeller Head 

Zurt Einman—Wriggles Mostly 

Legsley Windrop—Rusty Cornwhistle 

 
Although the premise of Sponko excluded Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev from appearing 
in the film, the pair did write the songs for the soundtrack (under the band name 
Sponko) for an undisclosed amount, meaning Hans and Leo agreed to record the 
soundtrack for an amount Emo wouldn’t disclose to them before signing the deal. Hans 
and Leo expected money (or at least compensation for their Twizzler burns), but the 
undisclosed amount turned out to be a few pizza coupons and an expired bus pass, 
which may have been more than Dazzle or Emo saw for their efforts. Sponko allegedly 
holds the world record for the shortest theatrical run of any film. Indeed, the Japanese 
name for Sponko (Zoom-Zoom Sponko) reflects how quickly the film crashed. The 
soundtrack, Soyglok, sold fairly well among vegetarians, then was condemned when it 
was discovered that those who’d engineered the CD were carnivores. In the end, Dazzle 
recognized the importance of the Spamglok brand, and at the instruction of the 
company, Emo spent almost a year searching for Hans and Leo, who’d left for 
Harderwijk, the Netherlands, for the marriage of an old friend, Bratt Honduras. 



 
The word was, Hans, Leo and other Spamglok members were strewn across “various 
parts” of the country. Only after much searching up and down the coast of the North 
Sea did Emo discover Various Parts was actually the name of a town nestled in the 
Wadden Islands. Emo found Leo face down and naked on Echo Beach. Hans, having 
consumed several barrels of Purperen Rhein Vuurpijl (Purple Rhein Rocket), had 
declared war on France and was sharpening pool cues in preparation for his invasion. 
Rumor had it, Xev Blumenstatt had stolen a boat and was headed to Iceland to pick a 
fight with Bjork. Emo quickly devised another plan to ruin the band and organized a 
Spamglok tour called Carrots for Guns, which became the film Spamglok: Exposure 
Without Ambition. 
 

Spamglok: Exposure Without Ambition (The Netherlands) 2011 

Director: Emo Dresden 

Synopsis: A hard-rock band sheds its New Age image after an ill-conceived tour, 

Carrots for Guns, stokes the anger—and vigilante element—of the National Rifle 

Association, whose hostilities engender the band with total pessimism toward 

stardom and recording. Songs include “This Song Inspired by Benzedrine” and 

“The Minimum-Effort Track,” as well as “Monkey Pucks” and “Sounds of Me 

Eating a Sandwich.” Awards: The Millberry Award for Creative Lethargy. Also 

known as Spamgloken: Aufdeckung Entbehrt Ehrgeiz (Germany). 

Cast: 

Hans Papillio—Nifty Spamglok 

Leo Kurshev—Shaky Spamglok 

Poplo Averstein—Jumpy Spamglok 

Xev Blumenstatt—Slippery Spamglok 

Erin Lloyd—Spam Doll 

Sangar Savaari—Rubber Boy 

Brent Hoyt—Rude-glok 

Claire Eikman—Party Chick 

Bratt Honduras—Foreign-glok 

 
Securing passage aboard another squid trawler bound for North America, Emo called 
the National Rifle Association and informed them that a New Age band was headed to 
the New World to corrupt the morals of all good, gun-loving people. He figured, if NRA 
members did away with the band, he’d be off the hook and blameless. 
 
The NRA shut down the Carrots for Guns tour after only two shows. Spamglok decided 
rock stardom was more trouble than it was worth, and Emo funneled their pessimism 
into a new CD called Monkey Pucks. He encouraged the band to put as little effort as 
possible into the recording “to send a message to the NRA.” His real motive: If Spamglok 
created a lackluster CD, sales would be poor and Dazzle would drop the band, thus 
freeing him. He never counted on Spamglok going overboard and creating interest in the 
process. Spamglok treated the court of public opinion with such contempt, people 
began asking, “What? Is it something I said? Is there something on my face? Is it my 



breath? Do I have something between my teeth?” People bought fistfuls of Monkey 
Pucks just to find out. Emo hadn’t counted on the fragility of the human psyche 
amounting to stupendous sales driven by paranoia and poor self-esteem. Enraged, the 
NRA issued a reward for Emo’s head, and Claire Eikman—in love with the idea of a tragic 
fugitive who, in all likelihood, would die a wonderfully slaughterous death—set about 
slowly and creatively destroying the life of the man whose previous success had simply 
been boring. Emo had to do something. If he hoped to ever rid himself of Spamglok, he 
had to be sane (or at least alive) to do it, and that meant getting rid of Claire. So he 
called Feg Vendo, who had a radical idea for a new film. 
 

I’ll Bet You Can’t Sit Still (The Netherlands) 2011 

Director: Feg Vendo 

Synopsis: Derisive laughter accompanies this two-hour shot of a bowl of apples. 

Cast: 

Claire Eikman—The Snoddly Laugher 

 
Emo unfortunately didn’t help himself when he cast Claire in I’ll Bet You Can’t Sit Still, an 
experimental film secretly designed to prove to psychologists that Claire was insane. 
Billed as a high-concept primal-scream-therapy catharsis by Vendo, who wanted to 
cleanse people of repressed anger by driving them to it through a two-hour shot of 
apples, the film featured Claire laughing, insulting vitamins and denouncing oral 
hygiene. Emo felt her maniacal laughter alone would get her committed. Yet his plans 
spun out of control before he could present the film to the medical community. Thirty 
minutes into the film’s debut at New York’s Bicycle Shoes Theatre, the audience 
(brainwashed by the film) stormed down the street and slaughtered all the McIntosh 
apples at Dunk’s Fruits at 5th and Lowry. Next fell the Empire Reds at Flipp’s Orchard 
Fountain. Enraged, the New York Apple Association sent their Red Thugs to pelt Claire 
with Mutsu apples, all the while shouting, “You want your Big Apple? I got your Big 
Apple!” In retaliation, Claire hired the National Egg Association’s Chicken Charlies to hit 
the Red Thugs, and the Charlies were only too happy to oblige. They’d wanted a piece of 
the apple market for years. Yet both the Thugs and the Charlies turned on Claire when 
they saw her eating smoked herring outside the Kosher Grocer at 12th and Lombard. 
 
Had anyone cared greatly about smoked herring, Claire may have become a folk hero. In 
the end, though, everyone hated her. Emo renewed his love for her because everyone 
hated her so much. She hated him again because he loved her so much. Then everyone 
forgot about them, so they bonded in their mutual hatred toward New Yorkers, apples, 
eggs, smoked herring, toast, muffins, cauliflower and dashboard novelties because they 
were on a roll. Together with Feg, they fled to Toronto (even though no one was 
pursuing them), and in the end, Emo came down with a case of scurvy because Claire 
had taken to shooting fruit on sight. 
 
Having escaped New York after the horrific debut of I’ll Bet You Can’t Sit Still, Emo had 
little to do but sit inside his Bathurst Street apartment and defuse the odd letter bomb 



from America while Claire flicked lit cigarettes at him and called him a “crank weasel,” 
among other things. Emo blamed Spamglok for ruining his life. Experiencing a change of 
heart for Emo, who suddenly had the air of an outlaw cowboy seemingly destined for a 
romantically putrid and obscure end, Claire cooked him a dinner of ham and 
cockroaches and promised she’d love him forever, even if they had to commit suicide 
together. 
 
Fearing for their lives after Claire began drafting obituaries, Emo and Feg earnestly 
began filming every moment of every day (even when they were out of film). They 
figured Claire wouldn’t try anything at the risk of being captured on film. Yet after Claire 
came home one afternoon with pine-scented air fresheners and an auger, Emo and Feg 
knew they had to get out of the apartment and feverishly cobbled together a film called 
Me Sitting Around in the Apartment. 
 

Me Sitting Around in the Apartment (Canada) 2011 

Director: Feg Vendo 

Synopsis: Nothing much happens in this sixty-minute film featuring Spamglok 

manager Emo Dresden sitting around his Toronto apartment while his girlfriend 

Claire Eikman throws things at him. 

Cast: 

Emo Dresden—the guy resigned to his fate 

Claire Eikman—the woman convinced there are greater depths into which 

she can sink her man 

 
Emo and Feg debuted rushes of Me Sitting Around in the Apartment at Pill Racket, a 
student art-house theatre in Kensington Market. Feg spent the evening trying to kill 
himself by eating vending-machine hot dogs. Emo spent the night banging his head 
against the lobby Fruitopia machine. He hoped the audience would strangle him with 
the film and end it all. Yet critics loved the film. One reviewer from Spectacle magazine 
wrote, “Here is a man so bereft of hope that he challenges us to ask whether there is 
hope for any of us. And the answer is, yes! If we can love Dresden sitting around in his 
apartment, we can love ourselves as well, despite the things the world flings at us. 
Brilliant!” 
 
Critics demonized Spamglok for what they’d done to Emo. People bought Spamglok CDs 
just to destroy them. The band later thanked people for the stellar record sales by 
releasing the extended-play CD Bonfire of the Spamgloks, and later won people back 
with a discount line of penguin-free butter products. Emo believed his new success as an 
independent filmmaker would see Dazzle endorsement and he’d finally be free of 
Spamglok conscription. Yet Dazzle mistook Me Sitting Around in the Apartment as a 
brilliant piece of Spamglok promotion and elevated Emo to president of Sponko 
Publicity, the marketing arm for Dazzle Records’ entire roster of acts, including Clangus, 
the Inflatioes, Shrubbery Strauchwerk, Yelpo, Swamp Lush, Zeep Frygnus, Dragonwig, 
Nertwork, and the Episcopal Randys. Feg returned to the Netherlands to resume film 



studies. Dazzle Records gave Claire a job as a Sponko publicist, then appointed Priggit 
O’Donnybrook as Spamglok’s manager in order to bolster Dazzle’s shares in the Naked 
Tart, O’Donnybrook’s chain of topping-free pastry shops. And Emo went from sitting 
around in his apartment to sitting around the Sponko office while wearing a flak jacket 
because, despite a hefty expense account for adenosylmethionine, Claire still insisted on 
shooting fruit on sight, and there were days when Claire thought Emo looked like a 
melon. 
 
Had Emo left Spamglok to its own ends, he probably would have realized his dream. 
Specifically, the collapse of the band and liberation from Sponko Publicity, teetering on 
solvency after Claire torched the touring buses of Shrubbery Strauchwerk and Yelpo 
because she was cold and in a bad mood, and afraid of germs. Fear and greed, however, 
snuck up on him and duct-taped him to a rocket that would shoot him into a mess that 
had never entered his worst nightmares. 
 
Having run out of musical ideas, alcohol and bail for Xev Blumenstatt (who’d been 
arrested for driving a tractor through a bridal shop while singing the Eurythmics’ “Sisters 
Are Doin’ It For Themselves”), Hans and Leo took their remaining money, instruments 
and recording equipment and crammed everything into a small, windowless, one-room 
apartment above the offices of Alberta Fuel Oils. Next they formed their own label 
called Runtco Records before releasing Ratrod, a collection of instrumental songs that 
had never made any of the Spamglok CDs. They also hired aspiring documentary 
filmmaker Nadia O’Donnybrook, daughter of Priggit O’Donnybrook, to record the whole 
enterprise on video. The film (released as Bach’s Lunch) would later prove useful in 
court, although Hans and Leo initially hired Nadia because they didn’t like Priggit and 
wanted to scam an extra set of keys to Walnut Juice (the manager’s sprawling one-acre 
bungalow estate outside Pemsley, Ont.) in order to fill the pool with Jell-O Instant 
Pudding. 
 

Bach’s Lunch (Canada) 2011 

Director: Nadia O’Donnybrook 

Synopsis: Nudity, hamsters and lawsuits combine in this chronicle of Hans 

Papillio and Leo Kurshev re-engineering and mixing tracks for Spamglok’s 

Ratrod CD. Filmed by director Nadia O’Donnybrook, daughter of Spamglok 

manager Priggit O’Donnybrook. Listen for Bratt Honduras as the guy screaming 

for help during a phone call. 

Cast: 

Hans Papillio—Nifty Spamglok 

Leo Kurshev—Shaky Spamglok 

 
As a CD, Ratrod was compositionally sound, blending straightforward pop with longer, 
orchestral pieces. (Hans later attributed his orchestral inspirations to the gasoline fumes 
forever wafting into the studio, dubbed Gasoline Galleon.) Indeed, the CD was so 
different from previous Spamglok albums, fans likely would have completely avoided 



Ratrod, and that would have factored quite favorably toward Emo’s ultimate goal. Yet as 
enraged as he was toward the band (and as sleep-deprived as he was from nights spent 
keeping one eye open for Claire Eikman), he decided to try to sabotage Hans and Leo by 
exposing a major legal infraction—the formation of Runtco Records while Spamglok was 
still under contract with Dazzle. 
 
Priggit O’Donnybrook immediately reacted by filing an injunction against Spamglok. 
Hans and Leo reacted by turning leadership of Runtco over to a hamster named Mr. 
Wibbles (who didn’t know anything about legal proceedings), which left Hans and Leo 
free to release Ratrod. Priggit tried to remedy the stalemate by slipping nightshade into 
Mr. Wibbles’ seed dish. Animal-rights activists reacted by setting weasels loose inside 
Walnut Juice. Mr. Wibbles got an endorsement deal and appeared on bags of Lucky 
Rodent pellets. Trying to divert media attention from the mess, Emo announced another 
Dazzle act, Zeep Frygnus, had appointed a bag of Oreos as its business manager, but 
journalists ignored him, Nabisco sued him and Zeep Frygnus beat him to a pulp. Claire 
Eikman, feeling ignored and jealous of the attention being lavished on Mr. Wibbles 
(later featured on the cover of Better Homes and Habitrails), offered to appear nude on 
the cover of the Belleville Coupon Clipper (which was promoting an amazing deal on 
Kraft Dinner that week). Priggit pulled funding from Nadia’s film, and Nadia reacted by 
vomiting inside her father’s vegetable crisper. 
 
When the smoke and vomit cleared, the media applauded Spamglok as corporate rebels 
and called Ratrod “a triumph of the everyday wanker over larger, better-appointed 
wankers.” Nadia, Hans and Leo made some money and celebrated by throwing 
cheeseburgers at members of Yelpo. Bach’s Lunch aired on Animal Planet (which later 
canned the programming executive who’d booked a rock documentary on a wildlife 
channel). Nadia went on to produce an award-winning chronicle of frat-house life called 
47 Bottles of Education. Leo told Priggit that Runtco Records had been all Emo’s idea. 
Xev Blumenstatt got parole. Priggit, having discovered the stuff inside his vegetable 
crisper wasn’t refried beans, visited Emo in the hospital and congratulated him for 
brilliantly orchestrating the Runtco “promotion.” Dazzle retained Runtco as a label, 
which would later groom acts like the Popplings, Fennel Screech, and the Lustrous Goths 
(whose single, “Get Lustrous, or We’ll  Hunt You Down,” was later used in a radio ad for 
Himmler’s House of Glowsticks). Claire Eikman fell in love all over again with Emo and 
handcuffed herself to his ankle, and everyone forgot about Bratt Honduras, on the 
phone from the Netherlands and screaming, having realized that his new bride, Greta, 
was really a man. No one could blame Hans or Leo, though, for failing to answer the 
desperate call for help. They were busy with a cartoon series. 
 

He-Mail (Canada-Germany) March, 2011 – May, 2011 

Synopsis: In this electronic twist to the Masters of the Universe cartoon series, a 

genetically enhanced email fights the forces of spam and triviality in cyberspace. 

In the opener, He-Mail becomes trapped on a mailing list and gets shamelessly 

pimped out by the vile Hot-Mail. Then, in a bid to clear himself of the label Junk-



Mail after becoming impregnated with a Web link, He-Mail becomes She-Mail 

after the Rules Wizard changes his attributes. 

 
Purely produced as a program to sell diet supplements to pathetically scrawny youths 
only confident enough to meet women through the Internet, He-Mail quickly lost its 
Canadian audience to free game apps. The show lasted a few months longer on German 
television until broadcasters discovered how prolonged use of the show’s patented He-
Mail Powder caused excessive growth of body hair, like Beast-Mail, one of the show’s 
characters. Hans provided the voice of Auto Reply, a character who never shut up. Leo 
provided the voice of Spam-at-Arms, a warrior who defended his right to be intrusive 
and useless. Together, they wrote the series’ theme song, “Going for Your Inbox.” The 
inventor of He-Mail Powder became addicted to Nair for Men after falling victim to his 
own hair-growth creation and was later the subject of a documentary called Clean Slate: 
The Neverending Quest for Redemption and Hairlessness. 
 
After the cancellation of He-Mail, Hans and Leo accepted small, unpaid roles in a quickie 
sequel to the 2001 horror flick The Torturist in exchange for the opportunity to write the 
film’s opening song, “God, Please Make Grandpa Shut His Yarp.” The reason: Leo had 
long wanted to experience what it was like to be in charge of a room full of pills, and 
Hans had always wanted to ride a bike while throwing things at people. 
 

The Torturist II (U.S.) 2011 

Director: Brad Blinktwice 

Synopsis: A cantankerous, long-retired quarry foreman drives another crop of 

grandchildren insane by his relentless judgments about queer culture, square 

meals, foreign automobiles, pop music and chores. 

Cast: 

Pete Dimswitch—Gabe Droneload 

Susan Berrybugle—the beleaguered granddaughter 

Chance Bureau—the grandson conflicted about his sexual orientation 

Stark Thinweather—the mother in rehab 

Eugene Stoneknockers—the father with Attention Deficit Disorder 

Leo Kurshev—the happy pharmacist 

Hans Papillio—the over-age paper boy 

 
By 2011, the dazzle-coins business had become ruthlessly competitive in its thirst to 
suck more money from an already-over-sucked market. Dazzle Coins’ chief rival, 
Thompson’s Sparkly Discs, had cornered the preschool market with their Lick-‘Em Lids 
and Sugared Frisbees, and the upstart company Glitter Holes had secured most of the 
adult-toy market by the name of its product alone. Faced with a choice—continued 
cultural investment or the deployment of short-gain, virtue-free products to milk the 
last drops from an already overly flabby public teat—the Dazzle Coins Corporation 
decided to sell Dazzle Records and Runtco Records, and Nadia captured it all in a 
documentary called Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 



Toilet Brush With Fame (Canada) 2011 

Director: Nadia O’Donnybrook 

Synopsis: Fear of unemployment leaves one-time Spamglok manager Emo 

Dresden in ruin in this chronicle of pointless debt fulfillment, Caribbean brain 

cookery and the collapse of Dazzle Records. Versions available with mime 

captioning. DVD extras include the unreleased music video for the Lustrous 

Goths’ “Balloon Animal Abattoir.” Winner of the Brenton T. Swabman Award 

for outstanding excellence in camera-lens cleanliness. Also known as Torpidly 

Scrubbing the Fame Bowl (U.S.), Klosett Borsta Smör (Sweden), Pukeutuminen 

Tortut (Finland) and Bum Scrubby Everyone! (Korea). 

Cast: 

Leo Kurshev—Shaky Spamglok 

Hans Papillio—Nifty Spamglok 

Erin Lloyd—Spam Doll 

Mustard Girlie—Terse-glok 

Xev Blumenstatt—Slippery Spamglok 

Ray Pillfriendly—Spooky Spamglok 

Harry Shaver—Prickly Spamglok 

Dwight Scorchless—Crusty-glok 

Dr. Peter Glucose—Malicious-glok 

Fluke Strangler—Swindler Spamglok 

Pressboard Solomon Turncross—Preachy-glok 

 
For Dazzle Coins Corporation, 2011 had been a year of lawsuits and bad press, beginning 
with Runtco act Fennel Screech, who poured quick-drying cement into the sewage 
system of the lavish Kid Yourself Spa as a promotional stunt for their debut CD Get Stuck 
On This!. Later, Dazzle act Swamp Lush was internationally condemned after publicist 
Claire Eikman shipped the band to Nunavut to dress seals in exotic lingerie to promote 
the CD Harpoon Tang. Disaster continued after members of Shrubbery Strauchwerk 
temporarily blinded guitarist Kim Mitchell during their how-to TV special Cooking With 
Power Tools. Saddled with horrendous press, Dazzle couldn’t interest a single buyer, 
despite the inclusion of two recently signed bands—Gym Finger and Smackbottom—as 
an incentive. To avoid bankruptcy, Dazzle decided to simply get rid of its bands and shut 
down its labels. 
 
The trouble was, Dazzle had recording contracts to honor. Spamglok alone was entitled 
to three more CDs, and if Dazzle didn’t fulfill its contractual obligations, Spamglok—and 
every other Dazzle and Runtco act—would sue. The only way out for Dazzle was to force 
its acts to honor their contracts quickly, product CDs, refrain from the cost of actually 
marketing the CDs, then turn the bands loose. 
 
To wrap things up as cheaply as possible, Dazzle appointed teams of junior accountants 
to oversee album production and gave Spamglok three months to produce three CDs. 
Dazzle didn’t care how the CDs sounded since the company didn’t plan to release them, 
and Spamglok was appalled by the short time frame, which was saying a lot. After all, 



Leo had once eaten a bowl of rancid cherries because he’d been unable to find anything 
better to do, and Hans had twice recorded inside an industrial sluiceway because of the 
excellent reverb. They said to the accountants, “If you want an album so badly, you 
produce it,” then buggered off to the Caribbean. Fearing the wrath of their Dazzle 
overlords, the petrified accountants whipped together the ten-song CD I Am a Wild 
Budget. To meet Spamglok’s contractual obligations, they filed all song copyrights under 
Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev, but even Leo couldn’t tolerate I Am a Wild Budget and 
regularly took pleasure in ordering hundreds of copies of the CD for skeet shooting. 
 
While the Dazzle lackeys were slide-ruling their way through their musical mess, Hans 
and Leo booked themselves a month’s passage aboard a fast-food barge owned and 
piloted by Captain Ron Jon Cocoa (whom the pair dubbed Uncle Mickey for some 
unknown reason) and sailed to temperate climes to record the twelve-song CD Uncle 
Mickey’s Party Barge. Largely, the album was recorded in and around the Caribbean, 
though seven days are missing from Ron Jon’s logbook, and one report from Brazil 
suggests Leo and Hans may have raided at least one resort in that country. Another 
report suggests the pair tried to annex Bermuda for the Netherlands. Wherever they 
ultimately went, their goal remained the same throughout the trip. Specifically, the 
production of the worst CD imaginable. One track that didn’t make the final mix 
involved Leo farting into a megaphone for ten minutes. Among the instruments credited 
on the album: a jellyfish bullroarer, a plywood harp and an AK-47 muzzle  loader. Truly, 
Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge was pure bile—and exactly what Spamglok had hoped to 
record for Dazzle. Their opinion: If Dazzle was going to treat them like crap, they’d 
deliver crap in return. 
 
Then something unexpected happened. Somewhere off the coast of Florida, Hans and 
Leo made fun of Captain Cocoa’s extraneous left toe and the captain threw them 
overboard. Okay, the insult wasn’t totally unexpected. Hans and Leo had been solely 
running for almost four weeks on Provigill pills and A Marca Bavaria beer. They’d grown 
quite punchy (not to mention smelly) and wanted to clarify whether the captain’s 
extraneous toe was real or imaginary. After landing in the ocean, the pair understood 
the extra toe was real, but fate didn’t need extra shark food that day. When the duo 
washed ashore on New Smyrna Beach, they found themselves in front of the Little 
Lightning Coffee Bar. 
 
Hans and Leo had never tasted coffee. They’d known about it, of course, but Hans had 
long been afraid of anything dark and bubbly, stemming from childhood, when he drank 
a cup of tar in the belief that someone had spilled hot chocolate on the road. Leo had 
long denounced coffee because, as a kid, someone informed him that the beans 
screamed while going through the grinder. Yet two days in the ocean had chilled the 
pair to the core of their most important bones. So they saddled up to the bar and, 
between the two of them over an afternoon, quaffed twenty-two cups of hot espresso 
before realizing three things: their heads were clear for the first time in ages, they were 
sprinting (even though they hadn’t left their bar stools) and Nifty had written fifteen 



songs. Armed with fresh clarity and material (plus digital music equipment stolen from 
the stage of the Little Lightning Coffee Bar’s house performer, Ramona Jerry), they took 
the last of their cash and booked time at two studios—Checkerboard Soundamatasm 
and Studio Whereabouts—to record the CD Madness of a Mind Gone Normal. 
 
Spamglok completed the album in a twenty-four hour marathon recording session, with 
only two minor disturbances. During hour twenty one, guitarist Dwight Scorchless 
suggested an alternative bass line to what Xev Blumenstatt was playing in the song 
“Hoomsmark,” so Xev duct-taped him to a westbound Kenilworth, and somewhere 
during the drive from Checkerboard Soundamatasm to Studio Whereabouts, guitarist 
Ray Pillfriendly joined a Raelian sect (which later opened a dating agency for illegal 
immigrants called Alien Encounters). As a project, Madness of a Mind Gone Normal was 
a unique collection of songs. The album reflected the mysterious entity that had visited 
Hans and Leo at the Little Lightning Coffee Bar. Namely, quality. Most of the songs were 
radio-friendly. Others were progressive with lush orchestration and variety of tempo. 
The CD was better than anything Spamglok had produced before, but Hans and Leo 
weren’t known for awareness where accomplishment was concerned. They bundled the 
master recording into a pizza box, paid for surface delivery (the only postal service the 
pair could afford after musician Mustard Girlie went berserk in a grocery store and 
attacked the soft cheeses) and sent the package to Dazzle. 
 
Emo Dresden hated Spamglok to a point that bordered on nirvana but he didn’t want to 
be unemployed, because Claire Eikman loved tragic figures, and a career largely spent 
selling dazzle coins had only qualified Emo to sell urinal cakes if Dazzle folded Sponko 
Publicity. Feigning sudden enthusiasm for the band, he borrowed heavily from the 
National Bank of Lithuania (the only bank that would touch him) and formed Meat Wind 
Records. Next, he purchased the complete Spamglok catalogue from Dazzle (including 
the three pending CDs) then leased office space downwind from Happy’s Pork 
Rendering Plant in Downsview, Ont. He hated the smell but the threat of bacteria 
drifting into the office meant Claire would only agree to work inside a hermetically 
sealed trailer in the parking lot. Emo had it all planned. He’d milk Spamglok one last 
time. He’d scoop every last Spamglok-generated dime from the trough, then flee to any 
country rife with malaria in order to permanently cleanse himself of Claire and live 
contentedly forever on freedom and inoculations. The plan couldn’t fail. Unfortunately, 
Emo hadn’t heard the master recordings for I Am a Wild Budget and Uncle Mickey’s 
Party Barge before launching Meat Wind and indenturing himself beyond calculation to 
the National Bank of Lithuania (which, some claimed, could clone a living being from a 
dead body if a person decided to try to escape debt by killing himself). Emo had simply 
assumed Spamglok would deliver the same old saleable glop. Yet after the master 
recordings arrived, Emo realized how horribly wrong his assumptions had been. 
 
Some say Emo stood for three hours, bug-eyed and silently hysterical while Claire, on 
the trailer-to-office intercom, repeatedly asked him if the tangerines in the refrigerator 
had been thoroughly washed and questioned about their political affiliations. Others say 



Emo got in line next door at Happy’s Pork Rendering Plant and begged supervisor Sam 
Dandy to shoot him through the head with a nail gun. However Emo initially handled the 
horror of being the owner of complete rock ‘n’ roll tripe, he eventually walked in a daze 
to the corner hot dog vendor. His new plan was to buy a bratwurst, stuff it into his coat 
pocket, go for a long walk and either step in front of a bus or wind up in Uzbekistan. 
 
Left wondering what the tangerines may be up to, Claire (wearing a military-grade anti-
germ suit and armed with wiener tongs and a bottle of Dettol) stormed into Meat Wind 
to discover the offices choked with dust, feelings of uncertainty and vile yin possibilities. 
So, to protect her beloved man and get rid of all things infectious (which was everything, 
according to the psychotic publicist), Claire quickly organized a yard sale. People were 
free to buy whatever they wanted. The Flounce family across the street bought Emo’s 
personal address book and, in the guise of Emo, solicited funds for a foundation 
dedicated to improving the fuel efficiency of tricycles. Markus Mars, an area vagrant, 
moved into the Meat Wind bathroom and rented the shower stall to his girlfriend, 
Shirley Wyde. During an argument between Claire and a forklift operator named Kevin, 
who only wanted to buy half a couch, the postman delivered the master recording for 
Madness of a Mind Gone Normal. A seventh-grade student named Danny Handsome 
discovered the recording and, after a bit more searching, walked away with Spamglok’s 
complete catalogue (plus all master recordings) for a dollar. Danny wasn’t a music fan or 
aspiring businessman. He just wanted to prove to his stepfather Donald Ugly that he 
wasn’t stupid and knew a good deal when he saw one. Later, Danny gave the catalogue 
to his grandmother, Debra Morris, on condition she stop sending him bunny-print 
pajamas every Christmas. She accepted the deal, not because she was a bigger music 
fan than Danny but because she needed something to fill a poorly insulated spot in her 
attic. 
 
The next winter, after a particularly bad cold spell, Debra Morris contacted Fruits and 
Fiberglass—vegetarian insulation specialists who discovered the catalogue while re-
insulating the attic. Soon after, Fruits and Fiberglass changed its name to Grottle 
Enterprises to sell Spamglok’s music. Their mission statement: “We’ll negotiate rights to 
anything Spamglok because hemp clothing and organic foods are expensive.” To remain 
solvent, Grottle secured funds from the Canada Council, Grants for Canadians, the 
Bahamian Legislative Scholarship, the Columbian Commission for Non-Drug-Related 
Enterprises and other agencies that do not closely scrutinize grant applications. 
 
Some say on windless nights when the sky is clear and the stars aren’t looking so smug, 
you can still hear Emo Dresden crying over the collapse of Meat Wind Records and the 
knowledge that Claire Eikman sold the Spamglok catalogue for a dollar, but Emo never 
cried. He wilted silently and passively and drooled for about two weeks while Claire 
spooned salsa into his ears. One night, she hosed him with alcohol to disinfect him and 
was about to light a cigarette when Emo (awakened from his stupor by the thought of 
becoming a human torch) bolted for the door and fled to Australia, where he changed 
his name to Bilby Nyree and found a job as a landscape upholsterer. The National Bank 



of Lithuania quickly set agents on his trail and planned to clone him twice so they could 
beat him up three times. 
 
Claire Eikman overcame her fear of germs and mistrust of fruit and parlayed her talent 
for destroying people and businesses into a special executive position with the Dazzle 
Coins Corporation, where she began dating the president of Thompson’s Sparkly Discs. 
As for Bratt Honduras, he began dressing as a woman in order to evade discovery by 
Greta and found a job as a spigot fluffer in Bavaria. 
 
U.S. immigration agents stormed the Pistol Den rock club in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and 
clapped Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev into handcuffs during a Spamglok performance. 
During the melee, Xev Blumenstatt scrambled through a bathroom window after 
cracking her Rickenbacher over the head of agent Rory Dentwell, then fled to 
Saskatchewan, where she married a ginseng wrangler named Max Yankage. (Max would 
later release the minor country hit “Part of Me Is Missing” after breaking up with Xev 
while she was holding a bucksaw.) During incarceration, Hans and Leo drove guards 
insane by repeatedly singing Abba’s “Dancing Queen.” When the government of the 
Netherlands sent a boat to retrieve the deportees, Hans and Leo grumbled about being 
the ones who had to row home. En route, the pair asked to go ashore at the Channel 
Islands to urinate, and didn’t come back. 
 
Some believed Hans found a job conducting Arctic dogsled tours for the blind in France. 
Others said Leo hitchhiked to Scotland, where he developed a breed of easy-to-herd, 
easy-to-shear narcoleptic sheep. Die-hard Spamglok fans maintained Hans and Leo re-
formed as Serious Britches and the Puppets of Sloth and toured throughout Europe, and 
while no true evidence existed to substantiate the belief, several music-store thefts in 
Switzerland (plus unpaid bar tabs across Slovakia) lent credence to the idea. Only a few 
facts stood. From humble beginnings in the Netherlands, Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev 
had taken the world by squid trawler. They’d lived, loved and looted. They hadn’t 
learned a thing about money management or sensible drinking and they’d turned the 
man who’d discovered them into a fugitive from Lithuanian debt collectors. They’d also 
recorded some songs along the way and left a musical legacy that is still keeping 
therapists in business. Perhaps the only question was, would Spamglok ever return? 
 
“I hope they do,” said Bilby Nyree (formerly Emo Dresden), lying in a Queensland 
hospital to have a dingo removed from his leg. “They ruined me. Every time I hear 
someone speaking Lithuanian, I wet my pants, and a hair-trigger bladder doesn’t make 
friends in Toomunga Creek. Christ, the kid down the road screamed out something in 
Lithuanian the other day and I peed all over his mother’s car. She made me wipe it off 
with my upholstery samples. Hans and Leo owe me big time. I’ll get them. I swear… Oh 
man. Did I mention Toomunga Creek? Oh man. Nurse! Get this flippin’ dingo off my leg! 
I need to get the hell out of here!” 
 





Chapter Two: Exploitation Without Forethought 
 
The eyes of truth are always watching, according to Enigma’s 1993 CD The Cross of 
Changes. To this, one could add that the ears of fate are always listening and apt to 
provide answers to questions arguably best left unspoken. Emo Dresden wasn’t 
intentionally tempting fate one January morning when he opened a copy of the 
Queensland Vox while gingerly sipping hot Chicory Wallop from an empty tin of beets. 
He was thinking about his life and how horrible it had become. The rains had been 
particularly bad, and his shack was thick with fungus and lizards. His dog Moby (known 
locally as the Love Sponge) had skunked his already-soiled mattress before being 
dragged into a maternity suit with a particularly sleazy wallaby. He was down to his last 
can of corn. He’d twice sent himself to the hospital by hitting himself with a boomerang, 
a goanna had stolen his car and a recent night spent on the floor of Purdy’s Pub had 
resulted in a nasty testicle rash. “Can it get any worse?” Emo wondered aloud, and fate 
perked up its ears. It can always get worse, as fools and file clerks all know, and life 
stepped in for a reminder. As he was skimming scum from his chicory, the cabin 
exploded. Boards and sheet metal flew everywhere. When the smoke cleared, Emo 
staggered blinking from the smoldering rubble. Still clutching his tin (emptied of chicory, 
but still thick with scum), he was too stunned to realize he was covered in corn and 
lizard guts when he finally fell face down in the dirt. Thus began the return of Spamglok, 
the gloriously defective rock band that had ruined Emo’s life. 
 
Upon regaining consciousness an hour later, Emo removed the note that had been 
stapled to his forehead. It was a warning from the offices of Klockum and Howe: 
 

Dear Mr. Dresden, 

 

The National Bank of Lithuania, which recently provided you with a loan for the 

establishment of Meat Wind Records, has sold your debt to the collection office of 

Klockum and Howe for dereliction of payments. The destruction of your shack 

was just a warning. You have thirty days to pay us in full, plus forty percent of the 

outstanding balance for administrative fees. If you fail to meet the terms and 

deadline, our agents will be forced into further business negotiations involving a 

sock full of nickels, hair-removal products and former roadies for Green Day. 

Please enjoy the attached fridge magnet as thanks for doing business with 

Klockum and Howe. Please tell your friends about us and enjoy a ten-percent 

discount on your next beating. Our business is referrals. 

 
Knowing he couldn’t repay Klockum and Howe, Emo began gathering shreds of the 
Queensland Vox to start a fire. His plan: Build a bonfire from the wreckage of his shack 
and throw himself into it. The idea seemed less painful than being bald and beaten with 
nickels at the hands of former roadies. He didn’t know what else to do. Then he 
happened upon a page of international news, and he put his matches away after reading 
the lead piece: 



 
Mystery of One-Armed Country Singer Deepens 

 

Saskatchewan police continue their search for ex-Spamglok bassist Xev 

Blumenstatt, wanted for questioning in connection with one-armed country singer 

Max Yankage. Known for his hit “Part of Me Is Missing,” Yankage has openly 

admitted the loss of his left arm was the inspiration behind the song, but has 

always maintained he simply misplaced his arm. However, friends of the one-time 

ginseng wrangler claim Blumenstatt, the singer’s former girlfriend, removed his 

arm with a saw during a heated breakup, although Yankage denies the 

accusation. “Xev and I parted amicably,” said Yankage. “Just because she hit 

that immigration agent with her bass in Florida and trashed that fire truck in 

Newstad doesn’t make her a violent person, and I hope police tell her I said that if 

they speak with her. Do you think they will? God, I hope they do. Do you happen 

to know who I might call to arrange that? What was that? Is someone starting a 

chainsaw?” Although police have yet to locate Blumenstatt, sources indicate 

she’s likely working in the area as a session player, or bouncer, or perhaps a 

hops inspector. We’re not sure. Our source is Andy Ducksmack, that retired guy 

in Tuddler Greens who eats grasshoppers for money, and frankly he’s an idiot. 

  
“No,” groaned Emo. He didn’t want to go down that road again, but he had no choice 
and no other place to start, even if it was a long-shot. He had to make a boatload of cash 
as quickly as possible and he only knew one way to do it. Thirty days, thought Emo. I 
have a thirty-day head start before they come looking for me. Retrieving his passport 
and a thin roll of bills from a Mason jar he’d buried in the yard, he headed for Itchers 
Creek, the nearest town with a cab. Before leaving, he left a note reading, “Dear agents 
of Klockum and Howe. I’ve gone to Perth to pick up some new drapes, but I’ll be back 
soon, and I do have your money. Honest, I do. While you’re waiting, help yourselves to a 
Fresca. I believe the explosion sent them somewhere east of here.” He believed the 
note might buy him some time. 
 
Elsewhere in the world, rumors persisted about the disappearance of Leo Kurshev and 
Hans Papillio, who’d fled from the Channel Islands while being deported to the 
Netherlands, but the rumors were only somewhat accurate. Leo had fled to Scotland but 
hadn’t developed a breed of easy-to-shear, narcoleptic sheep. Similarly, Hans had fled 
to France but hadn’t landed a job conducting Arctic dogsled tours for the blind. Leo had 
gone to Scotland because he’d never been to Edinburgh, but he lost his way and wound 
up in the northern coastal village of Wich, where he had to take a job shearing sheep on 
a farm owned by Angus Ball-Washer (whose ancestors had made an embarrassing 
contribution to the development of golf). A ruthlessly insecure man, Angus only allowed 
Leo a twenty-minute break from shearing every twenty-three hours. After two weeks of 
sleep deprivation and scant meals of dry oats, Leo snapped and shaved Angus bald, then 
head to Wales under the pseudonym Bryce O’Roni. To pay his way, Leo worked as a 
jackhammer juggler for the Scottish doom-metal band Grimp McLoud and the Purple 
Claytons, who had two minor European hits: “Under My Kilt” (a take on the Rolling 



Stones’ classic “Under My Thumb”) and “I Think I’m in Glasgow” (a metal retread of 
Tiffany’s 1988 pop hit “I Think We’re Alone Now”). 
 
Hans had made his way to Paris and found a job as a driver for a handsome-cab 
company called Couenne Chien Amour Voyages (meaning Stupid Dog Love Tours). The 
reason for the company’s odd name: The owners couldn’t afford horses, so they’d 
cheaply purchased dogs. One evening while pulling tourists Robert and Laura Trickles 
along the Champs-Élysées, the dogs caught a whiff of cheddar from the back of a 
speeding car and bolted through traffic in pursuit. Hans tried to stop them, but by the 
time the carriage had collided with a tree (where Hans bolted from the scene), the 
Trickles had lost their voices from screaming and could only mime a description of Hans 
to police. Armed with their description, police began looking for a man badly walking 
against the wind. Adopting the name Ficus Zeebo, Hans next took a job as a bicycle 
deliveryman for a bakery in Quimper and headed to Wales. He hadn’t intended visiting 
Wales but he forgot himself while repeatedly playing the German children’s hit “Sookie 
Sookie Sookie” on his iPhone and was in Wales before he knew it. 
 
Once there, Hans ran into Leo at Cast Irony (a chain store for ironic kitchen supplies), 
where the Claytons were shopping for pot-belly stoves (since jackhammers were 
beginning to bore fans). Hans and Leo hadn’t planned on getting back together, but all 
of Scotland wanted to mash Grimp and his Claytons into a teacup for “I Think I’m in 
Glasgow” (as well as the Claytons’ homophobic “Get Off of McLoud,” another Rolling 
Stones rip-off), and Hans had eaten all the baguettes he’d been hired to deliver. So the 
pair pooled their cash, rented a cottage by Cape Muddington and became acoustic pub 
performers under the name Zeebo and Bryce, who entertained crowds from Kidwelly to 
Hay-on-Wye with songs like “Angus the Bald Ball Washer,” “Cheese-Happy Sled Dogs of 
the Champs-Élysées” and “Tossing Jackhammers for Ungrateful Scotsmen.” They 
couldn’t understand why people laughed at them while performing. Their songs were 
heartfelt outpourings of the troubles they’d experienced, but people believed they were 
a comedy act. So the lads continued and may have wound down their days happily 
playing guitars and quaffing ales had Emo Dresden not found his way to Regina. 
 
Emo was lucky to arrive. The cab ride from Itchers Creek to Sydney had taken five hours, 
during which time Emo almost bludgeoned the driver for ceaselessly nattering on about 
his favorite YouTube clips. Bled poor from the cab ride, Emo was forced to take a job as 
a flight attendant for Quantas to secure passage to Vancouver, and was thrown into the 
luggage hold after picking a fight with a belligerent, amnesic vegetarian, who insisted he 
hadn’t ordered the meatless lasagna—and accentuated the point by shoving the lasagna 
down Emo’s pants. Escaping arrest in Vancouver, the Noodle Thug (as Emo was later 
dubbed by the press) forged rental papers at Budgie Rent-a-Car and headed for 
Saskatchewan. (Budgie’s motto: “If you don’t like our cars, we’ll flip you the bird.”) 
 
Earning money as a transient dishwasher and dung stacker, Emo knew Xev’s now-stale 
swig of Spamglok wouldn’t soon leave the bassist’s mouth and figured she was likely 



playing somewhere nearby in a band under an assumed name. In Cut Knife (which 
seemed like a logical starting point for an accused limb trimmer), he thought he’d found 
her playing with a ska band called the Chunky Melvins, but the bassist turned out to be 
an exchange student from Calgary. He checked out the metal band Drooler’s Opera in 
Turtleford and the ‘70s tribute band Fargone Gods in Foam River. In Yellow Grass, he 
thought he’d found her playing with the band Cannonball Kiss (booked for three nights 
at a dance club called Funny Spray), but only wound up getting chased to Carrot River 
after calling the band a bunch of “shinty-wiggers.” Running out of gas while heading 
back to Regina, Emo hitchhiked to the nearest bar, the King Prong, and there she was, 
playing bass under the pseudonym Lulu Carnuba for the Goth pop band Reconstituted 
Medicine (whose sole hit, “Hey, It Really Sucks to Be Here,” was briefly used by the 
Saskatchewan Tourism Board to slam Alberta). 
 
Emo immediately saw Xev was less than pleased with her life. Once a creature of pure 
impulse, Xev had torturously devoted herself to self-control to avoid a run-in with the 
police, and simply stood there seething as an audience member, Tom Tyson, flicked 
beer caps at the stage while the band played “666, the Area Code of the Beast.” As a 
consequence of torturous self-restraint, Xev had developed a nasty facial twitch and 
chewed on her bass between songs. The situation couldn’t have been more perfect. 
 
During a set break, Emo surprised her at the bar. She, in turn, surprised him by 
instinctively clicking into arrest-evasion mode and planted a knee into his danglers. After 
crawling to a table and icing his bruised plums, Emo explained he was on a mission to 
reunite Spamglok, and she needed to be a part of it. Xev didn’t see why, but Emo had 
her take stock of her situation. She’d once been the bassist for a popular, profitable 
band. Now she was sleeping in a road case, subsisting on bar pretzels and discarded lime 
wedges and running from the cops, and Spamglok had caused it all. Emo didn’t remind 
her of what had truly happened—the collapse of a ruthlessly exploitative and self-
serving music-industry machine that, in its fear and greed, had failed to notice the 
brilliant and continual pyrotechnics of Spamglok’s stupidity, figuratively festooned with 
sparklers and peopled by alcohol-soaked, torch-wielding clowns in big floppy shoes. He 
did remind her, however, that he too had met with ruin because of Spamglok, so the 
band owed him, just as the band owed her. 
 
He tabled a proposal. Xev needed to get out of Canada. Emo wanted to recover the 
money he’d lost through Meat Wind Records. They could form a new record company, 
reunite Spamglok, cut a CD, organize a tour and perhaps wind up with enough money to 
live comfortably in a city that didn’t have foam or carrot as part of its name. (Emo didn’t 
tell her that he planned to steal any and all profits to repay Klockum and Howe.) All they 
had to do was locate Hans and Leo. Or Xev could continue biting her bass, eating lime 
wedges and slowly going nuts until the police dragged her into court, where her 
frightening facial twitch would only freak out jurors. 
 



She excused herself for a moment and crossed the room. Seconds later, glasses flew and 
Tom Tyson lay wondering how he’d gotten his head stuck in a wall. Happy and suddenly 
twitch-free for the first time in months, Xev fished a small address book from her pocket 
and smiled. She knew where to get started, but not before tossing Reconstituted 
Medicine’s lead singer, Sherman Bellman, into an Orange guitar cabinet. Xev had 
nothing against the former gardening journalist. Thrashing Tom Tyson simply hadn’t 
scratched her itch. 
 
Ten days after Xev and Emo forged identification as Mr. and Mrs. Bentwater and booked 
a discount flight to Germany, Bratt Honduras was applying fresh ointment to his ass. He 
was losing his touch as a spigot fluffer. When the spigots couldn’t perform, the beer 
came out flat and impotent, and that didn’t please Edeltraut Herper, owner of Bootbrick 
Baggage, the pub in Bavaria where Honduras had taken a job after fleeing Greta. Herper 
had built a profitable sideline business getting inebriated Bootbrick patrons to dance for 
tourists. With impotent beer on tap, though, no one was dancing and Herper had taken 
to kicking Bratt’s ass for compensation, as well as forcing him to dance at gunpoint. 
 
Later, during an interview for the German music magazine Der Flucker, Dresden (under 
the false name Cameron Quickstone) would say, “I’d been through a lot in my life. I’d 
lived and worked with a woman who used fungicide as a cake frosting, and I was once 
beaten with a squid, but nothing had prepared me for the horror of seeing Bratt 
Honduras dancing for euros in front of the Bootbrick. Well, when I say horror, I mean 
deeply amusing sight, because it was nice to see someone else getting humiliated for a 
change. He was singing ‘I’m a Little Teapot,’ and he was obviously desperate for help, 
because he was singing his own version of the song. It went something like, ‘I’m a little 
teapot, short and stout / Look, I’m a hostage, here is my spout / When I get all steamed 
up, I will shout / Please call the cops and help me out.’ The poor bastard. I would have 
put him out of his misery had I not been laughing so much.” 
 
Xev, however, didn’t laugh when she discovered Honduras. Exhausted, irritable and ill 
from a bad in-flight meal of mock trifle, she grabbed Herper’s gun and made him pogo 
while blasting holes in the pavement. (The incident later started a dance craze among 
German clubbers, and spawned a popular house song roughly translated as “Please 
Don’t Kill Me, I Have So Little to Live For.”) Bratt thanked Xev for saving him. Xev beat 
him into unconsciousness because Bratt’s terrible dancing had offended her 
appreciation for quality choreography. Bratt was careful not to thank her again when he 
awoke later that evening in a booth at the Panzer Pretzel, a German restaurant serving 
nothing but pretzels and pretzel-based drinks. 
 
Xev asked Bratt where Hans and Leo could be located. “I know you know where they 
are,” Xev said while thinking about ordering corn chips just to cause a scene. “You guys 
were best friends, and always stayed in touch.” 
 



“Yah, friends stay in touch,” said Bratt, incredulous. “Friends return calls, and return 
letters, and don’t leave friends with their butts hanging in the wind.” 
 
“Look, I’m sorry I didn’t get in touch with you,” said Xev. “I’m sorry you accidentally 
married a man and had to stay here in hiding for so long, but my ex-husband misplaced 
his arm, and I was touring Saskatchewan to see if, uh, I could find it. I didn’t have a spare 
room that I could offer you. I was sleeping in the back of a road case, for Christ’s sake! 
Seriously, though, Bratt. Didn’t you ever wonder about Greta’s stocky frame? I mean, 
what kind of idiot are you?” 
 
“She said she was training for the National Keg-Lifting Team. Oh God,” he sobbed, and 
plopped his head onto the table. “I’m a dude’s man! I’m some dude’s man!” 
 
Emo and Xev ordered a pitcher of pretzel coladas and laughed at Bratt’s misfortune until 
it wasn’t funny any longer, then drank enough until it was funny again. Bratt told them 
he knew where Hans and Leo were but would only take them there, since he had 
nowhere else to go. He sobbed again. Xev took pity on him, grabbed the back of Bratt’s 
head and slammed it onto the table. When he awoke, he was rattling along a country 
road in the back of a chip wagon. He didn’t ask Emo or Xev where or how they’d 
acquired the vehicle. He’d suffered enough bruises, and as it was, he’d forgotten how to 
tie his shoelaces. He didn’t want to be knocked free of more important knowledge, like 
how to piss in the right direction in a public washroom. 
 
Keeping his thoughts on the business ahead rather than the chain of events that had led 
him to the German countryside in the back of a stolen chip wagon with a criminally 
violent bass player and a weepy ex-spigot fluffer, Emo decided to make a documentary 
about the re-formation of Spamglok and peddle it to networks. Xev didn’t like the idea 
of advertising herself to Canadian authorities, and Bratt didn’t want to be recognized by 
Greta, but they understood the importance of a promotional film in the success of a 
Spamglok re-launch. So Xev dyed her hair red and called herself Helen Destroy. Bratt 
bought himself a plaid blazer and thick-rimmed reading glasses and called himself Freak 
Froghammer. He couldn’t carry a tune so much as wheel it on a gurney after he was 
done with it, so he became the band’s publicist. Emo shaved his head and called himself 
Cameron Quickstone to throw off Klockum and Howe. Suitably disguised, they tried to 
find Feg Vendo to see whether he was available for the project, but Feg, having 
developed an addiction to hot dogs during the debut of the documentary Me Sitting 
Around in the Apartment, had been committed to the Swedish detox centre All Things 
Bright and BeauToful. (He’d later release the documentary Affluence and Effluent, an 
examination of what really goes into wieners, before being found in twelve evenly 
portioned pieces at the bottom of the Rhine.) 
 
At Tongeren, Belgium, the threesome used the last of their money on gas, cigarettes 
and ointment for Bratt, who’d suffered horribly before realizing he should turn off the 
deep fryers and close the lids while riding around in the back of a lurching, sloshing chip 



wagon. In Mons, Xev performed her one-bass rock opera Fret Lake at Celluloins, a 
former porn theatre (where the porn classic I Know Who You Did Last Summer had 
made its debut), and made enough money to pay back the theatre’s owner after angry 
Belgians ripped the place apart during the second song, “The Gathering of the 
Mudwiffs.” In retaliation, Xev toilet-papered Mons’ arboretum, called the crime 
“outsider art” at her trial and won the Emmett Galatian Scholarship to help create new, 
similar works. Freshly financed, Xev, Bratt and Emo crossed France, stole aboard a 
garbage scow, crossed the English Channel (where Bratt came down with a debilitating 
case of toe plague) and landed in Canterbury, Britain, where Emo registered his new 
record company, Moby Records, in memory of his dog (who, at the time of registration, 
was in Australia being sued for support payments). Registering himself as Moby’s sole 
proprietor, he gave Xev copies of a bogus registration, which included her name, and 
she deposited her scholarship into Moby’s bank account. Xev was a mediocre bassist, 
but she was a virtuoso in her inattention to business matters. 
 
Emo finally found a cinematographer in London. His name was Cyril Hobart, commonly 
known as Suicide Hobart—a name he’d acquired a few years earlier after walking up to 
a group of soccer hooligans, calling them a bunch of Nancy boys, then filming the 
outcome for a student art film called What It’s Like to Get Beaten by Soccer Hooligans. 
The film was a cult success, and Suicide attended the premiere screening, despite having 
to lug around a plastic bag in which to pee. Emo found him shooting tourists in front of 
Buckingham Palace and hired him for a tin of biscuits and whatever he could find to eat 
in the bottom of the deep fryers. Afterward, Emo had to keep Xev from killing him when 
Suicide shot three minutes of film that would eventually hit the Internet as Helen 
Destroy: Don’t Call Her a ‘Saucy Nibbler’. 
 

Helen Destroy: Don’t Call Her a ‘Saucy Nibbler’ (Britain) 2012 

Director: Suicide Hobart 

Synopsis: Ill-tempered Spamglok bassist Helen Destroy beats cinematographer 

Suicide Hobart with a bag of rice in this three-minute film shot chiefly while 

Hobart was cowering in the fetal position. Spamglok manager Cameron 

Quickstone co-stars as the guy who takes an elbow to the face while trying to stop 

the assault. Spamglok publicist Freak Froghammer appears as the guy trying to 

figure out how he got kicked in the stones when he was at a nearby pub, the 

Lemon Griffon, during the incident. 

 
Crossing the Cotswolds in a stolen delivery van, the quartet tracked Hans and Leo down 
at the Pointless Dragon pub in Humpler, Wales, where Hans and Leo, as Zeebo and 
Bryce, had just begun a nine-hour set. Bratt ordered two pints of Steamball Lager, 
cracked a raw egg into each and sent the drinks to the stage. Hans and Leo immediately 
recognized the lagers as the specialty drinks served at Bratt’s wedding and left the stage 
to greet their friend at the bar, where Leo ordered rounds of Barbital Rum (old 
barbershop comb disinfectant, truly awful but cheap). Xev buckled on her bass. Hans 
slung on a Peavey short-neck guitar he’d recently won in a game of dodge-’em darts. 



Leo strapped on his favorite Rock One guitar (complete with impact scratches from the 
morning he’d used it to clear a path to a coffee percolator). Xev grabbed the waitress, 
Gwen Boa, handed her an upturned spittoon as a drum, dragged her to the stage and 
told her to play. Gwen dragged along her friend, Red Chocolate, who couldn’t play but 
sure could look frightened. Emo and Bratt ran cables from the house mixer to a digital 
recorder lifted from a catatonic journalist who’d come to the Pointless Dragon to 
expunge every recollection of having interviewed Welsh female impersonator Wooly 
Petite earlier in the day, and nine hours later, Emo had the master recordings for what 
he’d release across Wales later in the week as Spamglok: Live at the Pointless Dragon. 
 
Considered a collectible, the album—largely a collection of Zeebo and Bryce songs—is 
also considered putrid by everyone except true Spamheads. One critic, Kendon Dolly of 
the Welsh music monthly Spin Country, wrote, “It’s like a drunk, urine-soaked, pus-
stained tramp’s idea of catchy songs, and I’m certain people will donate all of their spare 
change to stop this album from vomiting on other unfortunate countries.” The review, 
however, played right into Emo’s hands. He understood the sideshow appeal of the 
repugnant and issued a press release to the international news service Presswire: 
 

Spamglok Defiles Wales 

 

The respite is over. One year after Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev disappeared 

somewhere near the Channel Islands after the 2011 release of Madness of a Mind 

Gone Normal, Europe’s truant sons are back with the 2012 album Spamglok: 

Live at the Pointless Dragon—a renewed assault against the musical walls of 

good taste, as well as general well-being and global safety. “You’ve been 

warned,” says Spamglok manager Cameron Quickstone, “and you’ve had one 

year to prepare. So don’t say you didn’t have enough time to get the kids off the 

street and nail the windows shut.” 

 
Recorded earlier this year at the Pointless Dragon pub in Humpler, Wales, the 

album, “...is unadulterated crap,” says Ned Deadwoody of Loopworld magazine. 

“Unfortunately, it’s the kind of rock that made Spamglok a hit in the first place, 

and therein lies its danger. It’s the musical equivalent of giving a case of bathtub 

gin to convicts. Sure, it’s crap, but Spamheads are going to swig it down anyway 

because they’ve been without anything for so long. Then they’re going to set the 

mattresses on fire and loot the place. These guys are a viscous discharge, and I’d 

tell them so personally, but they stuffed me into a crate after reading an earlier 
review and mailed me to Cuba.” 

 
In support of Spamglok: Live at the Pointless Dragon, the band will perform at 

select venues across London. “The band is very excited about returning to live 

performance,” says Quickstone. “They’ve been on hiatus for a year and... well, 

they haven’t really matured as songwriters or anything, but Leo has dried out 

considerably, and Hans has completely kicked his addiction to rhubarb snuff, so 

at least they’ll know the names of the clubs when they arrive.” 



 
Joining Spamglok on its Pointless Dragon Tour is “an exciting new lineup of 

musicians,” claims Quickstone. Helen Destroy will wield the bottom end on bass 

as a “peppered savant of Canada’s cultural badlands,” and Welsh Steamball 

slinger Gwen Boa (billed as having endured the most vile of percussion training) 

will drive the drums. “Gwen’s friend, Red Chocolate, may also join us for backup 

percussion and vocals, but she’s currently mute with anxiety, so who knows?”  

 
Spamglok: Live at the Pointless Dragon is available on Moby Records. For 

review copies and interviews, contact Moby publicist Freak Froghammer c/o the 

Pigeon and Flail in Piggott, Yorkshire. For bookings, endorsements and retail 

CD orders, contact Cameron Quickstone c/o Gerbil Jam, Shoreditch, England. 

 
Red Chocolate didn’t make the final cut. As much as Gwen Boa wanted her in the band 
for moral support, Red had taken to swigging a case of children’s cough syrup every 
morning to dull her ever-present fear of Helen, and the cough syrup had permanently 
stained her tongue purple, as well as her neocortex. Thoroughly stoned on codeine 
during an interview for the London music quarterly Gear Generation, she’d started 
clucking like a chicken after noticing how glok in Spamglok sounded like cluck. After the 
interview, Xev beat her with a sandwich platter. The good news: Red was so saturated 
with codeine, she didn’t feel a thing. 
 
After the Gear Generation fiasco, Red (with the assistance of silkscreen artist Nixon 
Spinguzzle) became the band’s swag manager, and ran Glokwear, Spamglok’s lucrative 
T-shirt business. Among her most popular T-shirt phrases: “Long Live Glok ‘n’ Roll,” 
“School of Hard Gloks” and “Spamglok: Pointless in Any Direction.” She also successfully 
marketed a line of Spamglok neckties shaped like a hangman’s noose. 
 
Spamglok kicked off its Pointless Dragon Tour at the East End dance club Sugar Thirst, 
where the band mixed cuts from Spamglok: Live at the Pointless Dragon with earlier 
works from Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and Monkey Pucks. During the 
concert, Gwen sliced her finger open during a rim shot and, due to blood loss, thought 
she saw God having drinks in the crowd, which spawned a popular Spamhead phrase, 
“Glok almighty,” as well as the Glokwear T-shirt slogans “In Glok We Trust” and “Glok 
Until You Drop.” At the Rotisserie Days Festival in Liverpool, Spamglok played to a sold-
out crowd, despite the opening act, Jacob Curious and the Dangling Henchmen (perhaps 
the only band in the world to incorporate a food processor into its act). And at the 
Notting Hill Arts Clump, the band (as part of Tube Tuesdays) rocked the house through 
three encores. (The rocking effect was later discovered to be the result of a mild earth 
tremor.) Emo couldn’t believe it. Spamglok had delivered performances with little 
incident. The band was tight and clean. Hans and Leo were focused on the music. Xev 
hadn’t sent anyone to the hospital. The press was raving and albums were selling 
exceptionally well. Deluded by the idea that things had truly changed for the better and 



would remain so, Emo booked Spamglok into the London recording studio Sound 
Cheque to record a new album. 
 
Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs (the album that would result from the 
sessions) worried Emo from the start. Where Spamglok had built a solid record-buying 
following based on a unique brand of asylum-escapee rock (as well as an innate talent 
for press-generating violence and misdirection), Hans and Leo set about exploring new 
directions. They’d enjoyed playing old songs on the Pointless Dragon Tour but they’d 
viewed the tour as a simple, limbering-up exercise. The fresh air of Cape Muddington 
had cleared their heads and livers. Ensconced within their quiet cottage by the sea, far 
from the frantic rush that had been their lives, they’d devoted themselves to deep 
musical study. Leo had begun to understand the craftwork behind compositions by 
pioneers like the Doors and Frank Zappa (and why the Zeebo and Bryce compositions 
had amounted to pub-crawl comedy). Hans had learned to combine different time 
signatures and walking bass lines in the vein of Yes and early Genesis, and had taken to 
the clean rock edge of groups like Rush. As well, the pair had developed an appreciation 
for pop, because, despite formidable CD sales, TV shows and films, Spamglok had never 
charted on the radio. They wanted to take Spamglok to a new level, but Emo wasn’t 
about to stand by and watch a bankable commodity alienate its fan base and fly off the 
rails in the name of creative evolution. 
 
Booking themselves into London’s Bolan Hotel, Hans and Leo spent a month in relative 
isolation and sobriety while writing songs, including “Tourette the Flautist” and “The 
Magic Noodlist”—intricate, thoughtful and radio-friendly pieces. A third piece, “Pelagius 
and the Pelican,” had a dreamy, washy quality similar to the Beatles’ “I Am the Walrus.” 
With solid music in hand, they headed to Sound Cheque to begin recording. Between 
each song, the pair edited in clips of recordings they’d made of themselves talking and 
laughing at the Bolan, which gave the final recording an appealing you-are-there feel. It 
was like an all-access pass to an exclusive Spamglok event, complete with laughs, good 
music and introspection (insofar as Hans and Leo could be introspective), and likely 
could have ushered Spamglok into the mainstream. However, Emo had his own ideas 
about the stream in which he wanted Hans and Leo to drown. While the pair were out 
celebrating their completed work with Emo, Gwen, Red, Nixon Spinguzzle, Suicide 
Hobart and Xev (incensed at having been left out of the recording process), London pork 
vendor and part-time lighting conceptualist Hewie Claypack (secretly hired by Emo) 
broke into the Bolan Hotel and stole the master recordings. 
 
When the news reached them, Leo and Hans threw back a dozen bottles of rye to 
obliterate their despondency and woke up three days later in the back room of the 
tattoo parlor Grief Needles. Leo had the words “Have You Seen My Monkey?” tattooed 
just above his crotch. Hans had the image of a Hawaiian donut tattooed on his back. As 
drunk as he’d been, he’d thought he’d chosen a picture of a coiled dragon. He later tried 
to remedy the mistake by having a dragon’s head tattooed on the donut, but the 
resulting image just looked like a fat dragon that had rolled in sprinkles. They wanted to 



redo their lost work, but Emo wouldn’t have it. The studio budget was almost exhausted 
from the first sessions. Any remaining money was required to mount a tour. They had to 
cut another album as quickly and cheaply as possible, then get out on the road to 
promote it or the momentum generated by the Pointless Dragon Tour would be, 
appropriately, pointless. Emo gathered Hans, Leo, Gwen and Xev, plus whatever 
recording equipment was laying around. He locked them inside a room at the Bolan 
Hotel, stationed Bratt in front of the door as a guard and had him swear not to let them 
out—or even feed them—until they had a new album, and in six days they delivered. 
 
The second album, also called Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs, was a familiar 
collection of Spamglok rock, and met with mixed reviews. Marcos Martinez of the 
Brazilian music magazine Carnaval X wrote, “I’ve never heard the CD. People tell me it’s 
awful, but I’ve seen photographs of the Bolan Hotel room trashed by the band after 
finishing the CD, so I can tell you it’s spectacular.” The destruction of the room resulted 
from Xev’s insistence on having portions of Fret Lake included on the album after it had 
been wrapped. Sleep-deprived and semi-poisoned from having eaten some pillow foam, 
Gwen suggested Xev re-title the work Dreck Lake. Moments later, Gwen was screeching 
for her life, dangling as she was over the balcony while Xev held her by the legs. 
Dragging her back up after making Gwen say Fret Lake was a rock masterpiece, Xev 
brandished her bass like a mace and began breaking everything in the room. Hans and 
Leo shielded the master recording with their bodies and smashed through the door. The 
next day, a London Times reporter called Spamglok “a continuous train wreck,” and gave 
Emo an idea. A few days later, after Emo had pressed the recording and shipped it to 
distributors, Xev jumped bail and fled to Germany, where she joined the band at the 
Rotor Salon in Hamburg to kick off Spamglok’s Continuous Train Wreck Tour, for which 
Red Chocolate produced an official T-shirt: “Spamglok’s Continuous Train Wreck Tour—
Be Part of the Debris.” 
 
To this day, no one knows why Emo didn’t steer the band westward to the U.S. after the 
brief European warm-up. Some speculate Xev wanted to stay as far away as possible 
from Saskatchewan and Emo needed her to believe she was still an integral part of 
Moby Records, so he allowed her some influence. Others believe Emo saw better 
concert returns in countries that hadn’t experienced many Western acts. The only 
indisputable fact: Where Hans and Leo had undergone a brief cleansing in Wales, and 
had parlayed their newfound clarity into a unique, albeit lost album in London, they 
were dragged back to their old selves when Emo set a grueling three-month tour 
running east from Germany to Japan. 
 
After the Rotor Salon gig, Spamglok played three nights at Club Transplast in 
Niedersachsen, where four female Deutsche Welle reporters (shooting the concert for 
the entertainment program Panderpuss) told Leo they knew where his monkey was (in 
reference to his tattoo), and invited him to the after-hours lounge Klub Rubber. At 
Warsaw’s Polonia Arena, where Spamglok ended their sold-out show with a song called 
“Be Complex” (written by Leo as a tribute to vitamin B complex, which he’d taken in 



handfuls to recover from his squishy Klub Rubber experience), the members of the all-
girl opening act Depeche Load took Leo to Club Uwaga, where they all jammed with the 
band Ramshead Nights before heading upstairs for a night of drinking, falling down and 
a game of spin the bratwurst. Arriving in the Ukraine, the band linked up with their 
opening act, House of Flying Dunces, and pulled down two sold-out performances at the 
club Toolz almost as a side note to Leo’s late-night excursions in and around Kiev with 
the Dunces’ lead singer, Spada Virtue. Xev felt threatened. She’d had a dismal musical 
career after Spamglok’s breakup, and since Germany, a steady stream of women had 
been driving hard for Leo’s hoop in a possible bid to secure a car on the Spamglok train. 
She couldn’t debilitate them all. She only owned so many bass guitars and Emo couldn’t 
afford to bail her out of jail again, so she formed a different strategy. 
 
Crossing the Russian border, the band headed to Moscow to perform at Red Square 
Meal, a popular concert venue and eatery (famous for a dish called Naughty Borscht). 
Energized after the performance, Leo headed to a club called Vodkabul (a bar with an 
Eastern theme), and Xev insisted on accompanying him while the rest of the band 
headed to Red Square for, appropriately enough, square dancing. They drank. Leo 
thought Xev was a fair bass player but definitely psychotic. Some visiting university 
students from Petrozavodsk invited them to their table. They drank some more. Vodka-
goggled, Leo began to think Xev was kind of sexy. The club owner, Serge Ivanov, 
recognized Leo and Xev from an RVTi story about their tour and sent them rounds of 
free drinks. Thoroughly basted, Leo couldn’t remember what instrument Xev played. 
Then the world became a vortex, and when he awoke the next morning in the Cowboy 
Ray Hotel, he was married to Xev. (Leo would later capture his feelings about the 
situation in the Harlan Ellisonesque song “I Have a Spouse, and I Must Scream.”) 
 
Channel 1 reporter Gregori Lenki, as part of a segment about Spamglok for the program 
Muzyka Reportaz, suggested the marriage would be good for Leo. Then again, Gregori 
was later diagnosed with multiple-personality disorder, and his other personality, 
psychologist Ivan Yuvanikov, proved to authorities that Gregori was an idiot and filed a 
restraining order. Leo immediately suggested a divorce. Xev reminded Leo that she 
controlled half of Moby Records, so she’d be telling him what to do. Emo didn’t dare tell 
her about Moby’s true ownership because he hadn’t made enough money to repay 
Klockum and Howe. He was forced to leave the situation as it was, and the situation 
became a true reflection of the tour name. 
 
At the Ural Troyka Arena in Vladivostock (the final stop on Spamglok’s Trans-Siberian leg 
of the tour), the band ended the concert with a ripping version of the Who’s “Won’t Get 
Fooled Again.” Realizing the song had been chosen by Leo as a public comment about 
his feelings toward marriage, Xev swung her bass, missed Leo and took out Gwen and 
her entire drum kit. Hans rushed Xev, but she clipped him on the back-swing and 
smashed him into a Marshall cabinet. The audience applauded and screamed 
enthusiastically, believing Spamglok was paying the Who ultimate tribute by wrecking 
the stage, and got in on the act by pulling down and stomping a speaker column. 



Someone set an auditorium seat on fire. Emo grabbed a fire extinguisher and rushed to 
the flames, screaming, “Jesus! The freakin’ insurance premiums!” Aiming for the fire, he 
misdirected the extinguisher and foamed down three brothers from Perm, who jammed 
the extinguisher’s nozzle into Emo’s mouth until he resembled the Fuzzy Pumper Barber 
Shop. Later in Pravda, a journalist wrote, “Spamglok’s Ural Troyka concert represented 
the very core of classic rock—a complete disregard for good conduct, personal liability, 
sensible action, general welfare and self-preservation. They are indeed a train wreck—a 
glorious machine smashing its way through convention. How they escaped arrest is a 
tribute to their brilliance, or sheer luck. I really don’t know.” CD sales soared. The three 
brothers from Perm formed the band Vladivost-rock (who’d release one CD, Bear 
Essentials), and for the longest time, Emo had trouble focusing his thoughts. (He called 
the state “feeling all foamy.”) 
 
Fleeing southwest into India, the band members spent little time together when they 
weren’t on stage. Gwen took tabla lessons, read The Upanishads and smoked a lot of 
ropium (cheap, opium substitute made out of old rope). Red and Nixon spent time 
making T-shirt distribution deals but found themselves on the run from militant 
Buddhists after marketing a shirt reading, “Spammapada: Take the Narrow Path of 
Perception.” Bratt visited the Taj Mahal and wondered how long it would be before it 
became a specialty coffee franchise. Emo kept keen track of Moby Records’ profits and 
tried to shut down an Indian record company selling an unlicensed Spamglok CD called 
Geet Spamgali. Hans appeared as a guest on the ATN program Shabad Gurbani and saw 
a cricket match because he thought the game was actually going to involve crickets. Leo 
took Xev to the Ganges, saying they could perhaps cleanse away their differences, then 
tried to drown her, but during the struggle, they both swallowed a lot of river water and 
each came down with dysentery. Leo would later say, “The situation was the shits. So I 
suppose it was inevitable that it would literally become the case.” In an effort to bring 
everyone together, Emo landed Gwen, Xev, Leo and Hans supporting roles in the 
Bollywood feature Anjali B. Goode.  
 

Anjali B. Goode (India) 2012 

Director: Govind Singh 

Synopsis: A poor farmer’s son falls for a rich merchant’s daughter in this nine-

hour musical featuring Spamglok members Hans Papillio, Leo Kurshev, Helen 

Destroy and Gwen Boa in minor supporting roles. Nominated for Most Creatively 

Derivative Film at the 2012 Zee Cine Awards, the film also garnered Hans a 

nomination for Best Outburst by an Underpaid Foreigner. Musical highlights: 

“Dance, My Anjali” (the three-hour opener), “Our Dancing Is the Sex Talk” 

(pretty much running through the entire film) and “Grab Your Head, Roll Your 

Eyes and Exclaim ‘Oh, My’ (liberally peppering the film for supposed hilarity).” 

Also known as Anjali, the Horny Goat Herder (U.S.). 

Cast: 

Mani Santhanam—Anjali B. Goode, the guy who wants to get laid 

Naseeruddin Iqbal—Kay Kay, the flirty but aloof girl 

Sanjay Bachchan—Padwali, the guy living his life through Anjali 



Yashpal Apaharan—Zellupi, the nervous virgin 

Sameer Akhtar—Grugly, the melon merchant with the moist handshake 

Shiamak Barua—the casual friend of breezy virtue 

Tony Diapolo—the miscast Italian 

Leo Kurshev—Jagdish, the chickpea vendor with attitude 

Hans Papillio—Jameel, the guy with the bounciest perm 

Gwen Boa—Fahmida, the perky friend who’ll make a bad marriage choice 

Helen Destroy—Chandrakanta, the shoe-in for spinsterhood 

 
Leo was cast as Jagdish, the chickpea vendor with attitude. Hans got the part of Jameel, 
the guy with the bounciest perm. Gwen happily took the role of Fahmida, the perky 
friend who thinks Anjali has sexy chest hair, while Xev begrudgingly took the role of 
Chandrakanta, the girl who doesn’t know a thing about sex but believes she does. The 
plot was pure Bollywood. A poor farmer’s son falls for a rich merchant’s daughter, and 
they spend nine hours flirting with each other while dancing and singing. Lensed at 
Kumar Studios, the musical involved daily, fourteen-hour shoots over a month. During 
the last week, Hans (exhausted and sick of choreographer Hafeez Nehru’s relentless 
primping) turned to lead actor Mani Santhanam while the cameras were rolling and 
screamed, “No wonder you can’t get the girl, you stupid dumpling! You’ve been dancing 
and singing for three weeks! What the hell is wrong with you people?” Director Govind 
Singh immediately fired him. Hans satirically danced and sang while leaving the studio. 
His character’s sudden disappearance in the film was explained as the result of a perm 
explosion. Leo, Gwen and Xev attended the premiere screening at the Aastha Theatre 
while Hans was off writing a song called “The Dance of the Dateless Dumplings.” Months 
later, Hans was nominated for Best Outburst by a Underpaid Foreigner at the Zee Cine 
Awards in Port Louis, Mauritius. 
 
From India, Spamglok flew to Myanmar, then China, where Leo and Gwen co-wrote the 
song “An Hour Later, You Wanna Rock Again” after performing at Phoenix Hall. After a 
day-trip to the Great Wall, where Hans had Suicide Hobart film a Slinky as it coiled down 
hundreds of steps from the ramparts, the band headed to Japan (the last stop on their 
tour) for three sold-out concerts at the Natsumi Theatre in Tokyo. Due to the overall 
success of the tour, North American CD sales were holding strong and promoters were 
calling with concert offers. Emo easily could have arranged a successful North American 
tour, but his intent hadn’t been to build a lasting business with people whom he 
fundamentally hated. He was only interested in paying off his debt before taking 
whatever money was left to start a new life as far away from Spamglok as possible. 
While the band was partying at Dumb Sum (billing itself as the best place for dim sum—
and thick-headed waiters), Emo head to the post office to collect any correspondence 
and found a letter from a Vancouver company called Shoreline Investments: 
 

Dear Mr. Dresden, 

 



Please be advised that all outstanding debts formerly payable to the offices of 

Klockum and Howe have been purchased in full by Shoreline Investments for a 

modest fee of four percent on balances, and we request that you settle accounts 

immediately, since this debt has been outstanding for quite some time. We request 

settlement in person by certified cheque within the next thirty days to ensure its 

completion. Otherwise, we will be forced to move directly against Moby Records 

and its assets. For your convenience, please find enclosed a standby airline ticket 

to Vancouver. We understand your current touring commitments have concluded, 

so we trust none of this will come as a business interruption, and we can conclude 

matters amicably. Thank you for your time, and we hope to see you shortly. 

 
Emo knew he had to act fast. If Shoreline made the next move, Xev would discover 
there’d been a lean on her investment from the beginning. She may investigate her 
liability in the matter and discover she’d never been part of the business. He didn’t want 
to think about what she may do then. He had to settle things as quickly and quietly as 
possible, and to do so, he had to get to Vancouver without raising suspicion. 
 
As a ruse, Emo announced the band was embarking on a North American tour, and 
arranged a gig at the Vancouver club Carnal Apple. Fearful of arrest in Saskatchewan, 
Xev objected to the tour but Emo told her the tour would immediately wind south 
across the U.S. (excluding Florida). Red suggested a new tour name: Spamglok’s 
Acceptable Losses Tour. She thought the image painted Spamglok as a killer band. Emo 
didn’t care if Spamglok was sprayed with automobile paint and left in the sun to become 
gull food, so he agreed, and the band toasted its forthcoming adventure at the Gruff 
Geisha, a Tokyo club employing a beautiful but ill-mannered staff. Several bottles of 
wine into the evening, waitress Kimura Hikari accused Hans of grabbing her buttocks. 
Hans had done no such thing, but when he pressed his innocence, Hikari knocked him 
into the next booth. (Hans would later recall the event in his song “Fistful of 
Misunderstanding.”) Xev laughed. Leo told Xev to be quiet. So she grabbed the back of 
Leo’s head and slammed it down onto the table before attacking the waitress (who’d 
also been laughing), but Hikari was no defenceless waitress. Classically trained in several 
martial arts, she whip-kicked Xev with an ancient move called the Ticklish Swan and sent 
her into the karaoke machine (which spat out “You Light Up My Life” upon impact). 
Bratt scrambled under the table. Gwen and Red dove for cover behind the bar, and 
inadvertently kept going through an open trap door to the wine cellar. Emo tried to 
follow but a bouncer grabbed him and planted a fist between his eyes. Emo wheeled 
and knocked a table of drinks into the laps of some construction workers from Shizuka. 
A riot erupted, and when Spamglok rolled into Vancouver, they did so in a motorcade of 
ambulances. To date, Spamglok is the only band in the world to roll into a country in 
such fashion, although Vladivost-rock holds a close second for opening for the death-
metal band Crippler in Irkutsk and rolling out of town in a funeral procession. 
 
From the beginning, Emo had an uneasy feeling about the Carnal Apple gig. The day 
before the concert while putting up a few last-minute posters along Granville Street, 



Bratt disappeared after three men in dark suits threw him into the back of car. They 
drove him to a secluded wharf, tied him up, tossed him into the hold of a fishing boat, 
taped down the boat’s throttle and pushed it out into the Pacific. Next, the main 
shipment of concert T-shirts arrived, incorrectly reading, “Spamglok: Acceptable Losers 
Tour.” Emo accused Red of mishandling the job, but she’d inspected the final proofs and 
they’d been fine. Completely insulted (and still semi-toasted from the painkillers she 
and the rest of the band had been prescribed after the Dumb Sum riot), Red split on an 
eastbound VIA train. Nixon tried to follow, but without money for a rail ticket, he was 
forced to run alongside the train until he passed out somewhere in the Rockies. 
Suddenly without the emotional support of Red, Gwen took too many painkillers and 
accidentally speared a hotel steward while furiously knitting. To cap things off, someone 
twice pulled the hotel fire alarm during the night, so the band was twice forced to 
evacuate the building. As a result, when show time came the next afternoon, the band 
members were delirious, bewildered and pissed off more than usual. 
 
Emo stood with them in the wings of the Carnal Apple while the capacity crowd chanted 
the band’s name. Finally, he silently sighed. He could hardly believe his nightmare was 
almost over and freedom was at hand. He was almost giddy from anticipation, although 
the sight of the band members alone was enough to make him laugh. Gwen stood 
mumbling to herself and flicking at imaginary flies. Xev, unable to concentrate, was 
writing the names of the notes along the neck of her bass. Hans and Leo were running 
through “Aqualump,” Leo’s nod to Jethro Tull, and trying to stand up. Emo reviewed his 
plan. He’d usher them to the stage, then head downtown to settle with Shoreline 
Investments. Afterward, he’d cash out the balance of Moby Records’ assets, head to the 
airport and jet off to a new beginning. Only moments to go, he thought after checking 
his watch. Then a courier arrived backstage and handed an envelope to Xev. 
 
The letter, delivered by Shoreline Investments, informed her that she was not liable for 
the debt purchased from Klockum and Howe since she was not a partner of Moby 
Records. The truth of everything sank in (which was a fairly remarkable descent, 
considering it had so far to go), and suddenly she didn’t care if she could remember the 
names of the notes. She only needed to know one note—D for destroy. Unstrapping her 
bass, she threw it at Emo but missed and hit roadie Carl Santos while he was making 
final checks on the flash-pod panel. Canisters exploded on stage. The crowd roared 
thinking the show was about to start. Xev launched herself at Emo and dragged him on 
stage to give him a public beating. Thrown off cue, lighting director Ray Strubbs 
accidentally switched on the mirror ball. Audio engineer Sam Wintermace, having lost 
the introductory music file the previous evening while sautéing magic mushrooms, 
pumped Tchaikovsky’s “The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy” through the sound system. 
The crowd was awed by the result. Vancouver Voice reporter Bob Bathmask later wrote, 
“Spamglok’s entrance at the Carnal Apple was the best entrance by a band anywhere. 
An avant-garde melding of innocence, romance and brute violence (no doubt drawn 
from artistic European expression, which so few Westerners understand), the believably 
real entrance reminded us that, at the heart of love resides a constant struggle. It was 



brilliant. I hope, when I attend my next wedding reception or dinner dance, someone 
beats me up,” and someone did. 
 
Wrapping Emo’s feet with electrical cable, Xev hoisted him up a lighting tree, then 
turned toward the audience, grabbed a microphone and snarled, “How you bloody 
bitches doin’ tonight?” The crowd thundered. They were hers. The night was the 
concert Xev had never had. Snatching a standby bass hung beside her amplifier, she 
dialed up the power and vaulted into “Anguish the Onion,” a soliloquy from Fret Lake, 
and the crowd cheered and gave her the devil’s-horns sign of approval. She was, at that 
moment, a force that couldn’t be denied—a “rank and bloodied gunslinger alone 
holding rock’s last outpost of pure defiance,” wrote Bob Bathmask. Even Emo paused in 
mid-dangle to stare in wonder at the woman who, through sheer happenstance, had 
become the very blood of rock ‘n’ roll. It was, however, a fleeting glimpse. While 
struggling to free himself, Emo cracked his head against the scaffolding and blacked out. 
 
When he awoke a few minutes later, the band was at full velocity. Gwen was behind her 
kit, drumming like Keith Moon (because she still thought flies were buzzing around her, 
and was trying to kill them). Hans and Leo were improvising guitar riffs and backup 
vocals. “Anguish the Onion” had become a storm—a feeding frenzy of rock licks and 
audience appetite. Running off stage while Hans and Leo were tearing into a second 
song, Xev grabbed Suicide Hobart’s camera, taped it to Emo’s head and began swinging 
him out over the crowd, and invented the shot known as the Screamcam. The band 
played for two solid hours, and when Emo finally struggled free at the end of the 
concert, the audience cheered the success of the man who was later dubbed the 
Screaming Escapist in the trade magazine The Lensman.   
 
The next day, Xev hired lawyer Chris Smith and sued Emo. Emo hired attorney Robbie 
Fineman to mount a defense and sued Xev for assault. Gwen hired attorney Avery 
Schulman to sue Xev for physical and mental abuse, plus the Japanese doctor who’d 
prescribed mind-altering painkillers. Xev counter-sued Gwen, claiming she was just plain 
clumsy and stupid (which was partially true). The Japanese doctor sued Gwen for 
defamation of character. Roadie Carl Santos sued Xev for injuries sustained after being 
struck by her bass, and sued Emo for managerial negligence. Lighting director Ray 
Strubbs sued Emo for mental duress (since he’d never bungled a lighting cue). Engineer 
Sam Wintermace sued no one in particular because all the legal action felt like a party, 
and Sam liked parties. Emo sued Carl Santos for being unduly sensitive. Xev, totally 
confused by all the legal volleys, mistakenly sued Red Chocolate. Red sued Xev for being 
wrongly sued. Drained and desperate for money to maintain escalating actions, Emo 
offered all of Moby’s music (plus all film and T-shirt rights) to Hans and Leo for the rock-
bottom price of ten grand. Hans and Leo generously offered him five-hundred dollars, 
plus a can of Red Bull. Emo took the deal, but the money only postponed calamity for 
about a week. When the final stroke of the gavel came down, Xev received half of 
Moby’s cash assets, which she had to split between Gwen Boa, Red Chocolate and Carl 
Santos. The remaining money went to lawyer Robbie Fineman, who bought fine beach 



houses for his boys, Todd and Lucas (who’d accidentally blow the houses up while 
grilling salmon). 
 
Financially and psychologically ruined, Emo panhandled enough money for a one-way 
plane ticket to Los Angeles. He planned to core his brain out with a grapefruit knife and 
spend the rest of his days in blissful doltishness on the beach. Riding a stolen child’s 
bicycle to the airport, he was approaching the pre-flight check-in counter when he 
stopped dead, bowels twisting, comprehension unraveling. Waiting by the counter was 
Claire Eikman. Emo stumbled backward and tripped over a couple of Spamheads 
sleeping on the floor while waiting for their flight back to Yellowknife. Clair snapped her 
fingers, and her personal assistants—three men in dark suits—grabbed up Emo and 
seated him in a lounge chair, where Claire explained everything.  
 
As newly appointed Vice President of Dazzle Coins Corporation, Claire had purchased 
the Meat Wind debt through the dummy company Shoreline Investments, and after 
researching the ownership and investment behind Moby Records, she’d sent the letter 
forcing Emo to fly to Vancouver. She’d arranged the assault at Dumb Sum, and had 
arranged to have everyone heavily medicated to guard against anyone having enough 
presence of mind to back out of the trip. She’d had Bratt abducted after he’d 
accidentally seen her on Granville Street. She’d arranged the misprint of Red’s T-shirt 
order, and she’d personally triggered the hotel fire alarm to make sure the keg was fully 
primed when she lit the fuse—the delivery of the letter to Xev just before showtime at 
the Carnal Apple. Claire had known Xev would have a complete meltdown. She hadn’t 
expected her rage to morph into one of Spamglok’s best shows. (Claire considered that 
a gift to Emo.) She had, however, anticipated a legal mess to occur, and by the mess, 
she’d anticipated the complete depletion of Moby’s assets, which meant Emo would be 
unable to pay off Shoreline—and she’d own him. 
 
Emo screamed. Claire snapped her fingers again, and her assistants ushered him outside 
to the back of a sedan. Emo had a debt to repay, and they were going to discuss terms. 
Emo screamed again, then sobbed. Claire looked at him and thought, He’s so pathetic. 
It’s so tragic that your life turned out this way. God, she loved her man. Remotely 
locking the passenger door, Claire swung the car toward the highway. On the way back 
to her Surrey condo, Claire drove erratically, occasionally swerving toward the guardrails 
and oncoming traffic. At home, she had a French maid’s outfit hanging in the closet, and 
she couldn’t wait to see Emo in it. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Spam Drippings (The Aftermath) 
 
After the derailment of Spamglok, Red Chocolate moved to Ottawa and opened a 
clothing shop called Red Chocolate, where she developed a second generation of 
Glokwear as a lucrative mail-order business. She also authored the Spamglok tell-all 
book Forensic Spamglok: My Life Aboard the Continuous Train Wreck.  
 
In Maple Ridge, B.C., RCMP officers surrounded the rock club Rivershock and arrested 
the members of the Spamglok tribute band Spam-mock, who'd been touring with the 
Meatloaf impersonator Mockloaf as part of their Dangerous Deli Tour. Spam-mock 
frontman Shane Hiskerty insisted it was all a big misunderstanding, but they still wound 
up getting deported to the Netherlands. According to the last known information, they 
were training to be spigot fluffers at a Dutch re-education facility and receiving love 
notes from a woman named Greta. 
 
Hewie Claypack didn't destroy the original recordings for Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine 
Empty Chairs as Emo had demanded. Intending to blackmail Emo by threatening to send 
the recordings to Hans and Leo unless Emo coughed up some serious hush money, 
Hewie was heading into a subway station to hide the recordings inside a locker when a 
group of Cardigan Angels (London's equivalent of New York's Guardian Angels) clubbed 
him in the cashews for the offense of “cordiality with an air of impunity.” “The Tube is 
for everyone,” Cardigan lieutenant Willem Snowcone said in an interview for the transit 
flyer Tube Talk. “It's no place for posh talk and la-di-da, except if you're singing 'la-di-da' 
because you don't know the words to some song. In that case, it's quite acceptable.” 
Hewie lost the tapes and files while scrambling to recover his monthly transit pass, 
which had been ejected from his pocket during the clubbing. 
 
Suicide Hobart debuted a documentary of Spamglok's Continuous Train Wreck Tour at 
Vancouver's Jasmine Theatre. One reviewer wrote, “Throw the walls to this perfect 
small, and I don't want to go to school!” because the reviewer had suffered a blow to 
the head during the riotous screening and had forgotten how to assemble language. At 
a post-screening celebration, Gwen and Suicide began dating, but the relationship 
ended a month later after Suicide stuck his tongue into a wall socket while making an 
experimental film called What Happens If I Do This? Gwen reportedly knitted him a 
sweater to wear in the coffin, but inadvertently knitted the sweater with a third arm. 
 
Bratt Honduras, dehydrated and quite out of his tree, was discovered by the U.S. Coast 
Guard and taken to San Francisco, where he filed charges against Claire Eikman and the 
Dazzle Coins Corporation. Dazzle later settled out of court and Bratt moved to the 
Maldives, married a beautiful pearl diver named Kaylona and bought a seaside villa, 
where the pair made their fortune selling bottled sea water as hair tonic to tourists. 
 
Xev and Leo filed for divorce based on irreconcilable differences. The specific 
differences: Xev wanted Leo to die a horrible death; Leo wanted Xev to die, but not in a 



manner so horrible that he couldn't laugh about it. Xev also wanted to protect her Moby 
settlement. Buoyed by the success of “Anguish the Onion” at the Carnal Apple, Xev 
wanted to funnel all of her money into a newly written rock opera called Epoch of the 
Gargantuans, which opened and closed in one night. Undeterred, Xev formed an 
independent record label called Miscreant Discs and released the double-CD set Fret 
Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans with her new band, the Screaming Tulips, but 
the CD quickly spiraled into oblivion. Just before the third stop on the Screaming Tulips 
Tour, the band took jobs at the Gap, leaving Xev to tour alone as Helen Destroy. When 
the music press lost interest in her, she was gigging in Germany as part of a Nena Kerner 
tribute band called 99 Luftmonsoon, and had resumed gnawing on her bass. 
 
Hans leased a flat above the Alley Pigs Bistro in the Vancouver’s West End and briefly 
became a monk, but quit when, having been fooled by the robes, he discovered he 
hadn't joined a Jedi order. For a while, he hung out at the local IKEA because he'd never 
seen so many rooms under one roof, but the manager banned him from the store after 
Hans used a faux toilet. Inspired, Hans wrote some furniture reviews for HAIKEA, a 
Japanese company selling three-part home decor packages. Afterward, under the 
pseudonym Byron Ghost, he took a job as a reporter for the entertainment weekly TV 
Bride, and discovered his years of poverty and degradation on the road had groomed 
him well for the position. Leo shaved his head, changed his name to Maestro Von 
Reckless and set up a small recording studio called Hemingweasel's Hilarious House of 
Frightening Stuff (later shortened to Hemingweasel Studio to fit on a business card). 
 
Leo and Hans didn't plan to tour again. They'd been through a lot: ruthless exploitation, 
temporary brain damage, a run-in with the National Rifle Association, four weeks on 
Provigill pills in the Caribbean, and more, and the experiences had aged them terribly. 
They were, however, interested in writing songs and pitching them to publishers. So 
they registered themselves under the company name Glokworks and secured a quick 
contract to write the theme song for Thighlander, a British soft-porn sci-fi film. 
 
The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice, the first independent project by Hans and Leo 
from Hemingweasel Studio, echoed the music of the original Ten Angry Monkeys for 
Nine Empty Chairs. An eclectic blend of pop, progressive rock, darkly edged poetry and 
straightforward, three-chord rock, the album (released under the indie Glokworks label) 
impressively reflected the space and breathing room the pair had needed. The original 
cover art was supposed to feature a portly female figure cast of chocolate. The idea was 
to have her posterior exposed, entreating people to take a bite. Hans had come up with 
the concept as a way to capture the conundrum of pride versus vice, but before the 
photo shoot, Leo ate the figure because he had no such conundrums. 
 
Some months after Spamglok began disappearing from the musical radar, journalist 
Frank Stevia of Viscous Subculture summed up the spirit that had made Spamglok such 
an international success. “Spamglok was a beacon—a lighthouse on the shores of rock 
freedom, showing us that, armed only with a vague notion of what we should be doing, 



we can cast our nets close to shore and fall backward into fame and fortune.” A few 
weeks after the review was published, Frank fell backward from a ladder while painting 
his house and landed on his neighbor, Billy Bowen, who successfully sued him for sexual 
harassment. 
 
In her seminal 2013 music anthology The White Rabbits of Rock, author Holly Earp asked 
Hans and Leo whether Spamglok would ever tour again. “Right now,” replied Hans, 
“we're primarily interested in writing songs and pitching them to publishers, but who 
knows what the future holds?” Toronto Spamheads, in a show of support for their 
hesitant heroes, staged a candlelight vigil in High Park in the hope of convincing Hans 
and Leo to return to the road. Unfortunately, it was a rather windy night and several 
Spamheads set fire to themselves. The incident inspired Leo to write the song “Vigil of 
the Crispy Critters.” Afterward, Hans and Leo packed up in the middle of the night and 
stole aboard a train to Toronto. 
 
On the way, they laughed themselves stupid. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q: Is Spamglok real? 
 
A: Yes, Virginia, there is a Spamglok. The band exists as certainly as stories about giant 
fish that got away, unsubstantiated claims of sexual prowess and Bigfoot. The most real 
things in the world are those that neither children nor adults can see. Did you ever see 
fairies dancing on the lawn? Of course not, but that’s no proof that they are not there. It 
just means that they’re around the corner, stealing someone’s hubcaps or jacking 
someone’s wallet. So let it roll, and long live Glok, be it dead or deep-fried. 
 
Q: Are Hans and Leo human or alien?  
 
A: Hans and Leo have no reason to believe they’re of extraterrestrial origin. This isn’t to 
say that there haven’t been some cattle mutilations. When one-time Spamglok member 
Woody Stahl applied lipstick and eyeliner to a Holstein in Wisconsin as part of a 
promotional stunt for his independent CD Bovine Sexy, he mutilated the entire fashion 
industry. Was it worth it? Well, Woody wouldn’t say it had been. After the Bovine Sexy 
stunt, angry cosmeticians chucked him into a corn de-nibbler. Yet Woody’s band, Spider 
Basket, afterward found a better singer, Sylvia Smudge, and made a remarkable living 
playing the sheep-shearing regions of Wales. So to them, the de-nibbling of Woody had 
totally been worth it. 
 
Q: They say if you love someone, set them free. If they come back to you, they’re yours. 
If they don’t, they never were. Is this good advice to follow? 
 
A: Well, the saying may be true in a loving relationship between emotionally well-
balanced partners. Yet if you set someone free and that someone comes back to you to 
hold up in your bathroom with a doll’s head on a skewer and promises to never leave 
you, then you’ve likely sprung someone who needed to remain incarcerated, meaning 
you’ve likely just made the most horrible mistake of your life, and you likely don’t want 
that person to be yours. You likely want that person to be a ward of the state. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Biography: Hans Papillio 
 
Co-founder of the rock band Spamglok, Hans Papillio (a.k.a. Nifty Spamglok) was born 
under the sign of the ox (according to the Chinese zodiac) somewhere near Roosendaal, 
the Netherlands, while his parents, Coel and Gwen Papillio, were smuggling illegal 
Dordrecht sprouts into Brussels. Gwen would later tell music reporters, “Hans was born 
for a life on the road,” and she wasn’t kidding. During one clandestine trip to Brussels, 
Gwen dropped him on the road at least twice. On another occasion, young Hans was 
inadvertently sold to Dutch merchants after climbing into an empty sack while crawling 
around in the back of his parents’ car, and Coel and Gwen had to drive all the way to 
Antwerp, Belgium, to get him back, but the boy was fine. Having amused himself the 
whole time by snacking on healthy greens (which earned him the pet name Varkenvel, 
or hogleaf), Hans grew into a fine, strapping lad who’d forever be fascinated and 
amused by vegetables. 
 
Hans displayed little early interest in music. His parents did enroll him for a year in piano 
lessons at a Dordrecht conservatory, and he did perform in a few recitals, but after a 
year of frustration, he exclaimed to his teacher, “A piano has eighty-eight keys. I only 
have ten fingers! What kind of sick joke is this?” He rejected the piano on principle. He 
was a youngster who wanted a solid grip on things, and ten fingers for eighty-eight keys 
didn’t offer that handle. Undoubtedly due to his itinerant upbringing, he wanted the 
stability of knowing his place and function within the grand scheme. In an attempt to 
find them, he threw himself into books about philosophy and metaphysics, as well as 
the Dutch comic book series Het Avonturen van Almachtige de Muis (The Adventures of 
Almighty Mouse), the story of an omnipotent rodent who can’t get any respect because 
of his small stature and penchant for eating his own droppings. 
 
At age fifteen, while attending the basis school Leerplicht Hoolanda, Hans read Michel 
de Montaigne’s essay “Apology” and fixed on a particular line: “To make a fistful bigger 
than our fist, an armful bigger than our arm, to hope to step further than the length of 
our legs—these actions are impossible and monstrous.” Hans understood Montaigne 
was writing about the dangers of forbidden knowledge, embodied in classic myths like 
those of Prometheus and Pandora, but he also took the line as a challenge. Packing 
himself some cakes and a bottle of Cloudberry pop, Hans stepped into the street, 
walked the length of his leg, found that he could do it and kept going. A month later and 
many miles away in France, Hans wrote, “Despite what Montaigne wrote, it is possible 
to walk the length of your leg many times over. However, when your shoes eventually 
wear through, you may find yourself in a place where no one understands what the hell 
you’re talking about.” Indeed, it was a place that vexed Hans well into adulthood, for in 
trying to discover his place in the world, and reading perhaps too much about 
philosophy to aid in his quest, he found it extremely difficult to make friends because his 
contemporaries never really knew what he was talking about most of the time. 
 
Hans returned to music in his teens as an attempt to reconcile his social estrangement 



with his quest to explore life’s larger questions. Through performance in the pop-music 
medium, he believed he could gain the acceptance and appreciation he’d never truly 
had, and through music itself, he believed he could foster like-minded people by 
exploring timeless philosophical abstractions with contemporary artistic invention. 
Music represented the proverbial stone by which to kill two birds, and with that in mind, 
he formed his first band, Der Veersteen (translated as Featherstone), at age fifteen 
while attending the middle school Middenslecht in Faraknopps. 
 
Recruiting fellow Middenslecht students Grimbold Alba (drums), Salerna Wimarca (bass) 
and Renouf Kerrich (guitar), Hans reluctantly assumed troublesome keyboard duties, 
then gratefully switched to drums and brought in keyboardist Enota Calla after Grimbold 
broke his arm in a shopping cart jousting game. Modeling themselves commercially after 
pop acts of the time, they gigged sporadically for some three years at local coffee 
houses and school dances, and slowly build a nice little fan base, which enjoyed the 
group’s unpretentious image and clean sound. Salerna, Renouf and Enota appreciated 
the good thing they had going, but Hans couldn’t invest himself in false popularity, 
bought by simply mimicking others who’d found the courage to express their own 
unique voices. He couldn’t buy into music if his voice wasn’t the currency. It was a 
philosophical outlook, and essentially a noble one, but Hans hadn’t forged a degree of 
skill (or tolerance for compromise) to successfully meld personal expression with what 
the public would bear. Thus, three years of work came to a sputtering close when Hans 
replaced Der Veersteen’s roster of cover songs with originals. 
 
The problem was the same as the one that had drawn Hans to music in the first place. 
Despite a burning drive to explore questions that, in his mind, were of greater 
importance than workaday objectives, he didn’t understand that most people couldn’t 
tolerate esoteric contemplations beyond party-platter portions. Full-blown original 
meals like “Paradijs Faust” (Paradise Faust) and “Het Benedenwaartse Pad naar 
Wijsheid” (The Downward Path to Wisdom) only alienated people. Formerly devoted 
fans rejected Der Veersteen out of hand, despite a burgeoning musical maturity. One 
reviewer for a local school newspaper unknowingly foretold the future when she wrote, 
“Despite Hans Papillio’s seeming determination to piss in the public trough through 
bewildering lyrics, his evolving compositional skills hint at a talent watering itself from a 
less-fetid place. If he could connect with someone closer to earth, he just might have 
something.” A chance meeting with guitarist Leo Kurshev would eventually provide that 
balance, but the meeting was years away. Disillusioned and unwilling to return to the 
false popularity of imitation celebrity, Hans quite Der Veersteen, sold his drums and 
enrolled in a journalism course at Grap Universiteit. He believed a career as a writer 
would offer him better avenues to express his ideas, and a better social shield, but fate 
flanked him when he met Akelda Vuur. 
 
A fisherman’s daughter of Flemish and Austrian descent, Akelda—a goal-driven woman 
of manic fastidiousness—had enrolled at Grap Universiteit to study business. A terrifying 
environmentalist who once beat a man with a frozen beef patty to illustrate the dangers 



of meat consumption, Akelda was initially drawn to Hans for his love of vegetables, then 
fell for his confusion and malleability. Hans, having hungered for acceptance and 
affection for so long, was blind to his true purpose as simple fuel in the Akelda engine. 
By night, she put the wax to Hans’ zucchini with such verve, the poor endorphin-soaked 
sod sometimes thought his name was Greenjeans. By day, she financially slurped him 
down like a juice box in the Gobi. He married her because his torpid brain mistook a 
wallet-size frame of reference for a mural. She maxed his credit cards, added him as 
another shard to the mosaic of her ambition, bought a car, then drove away with a 
Cornish Teuton from Lisbon. Falling into a stupor, a despondent Hans wrote three 
erratic and alarming manuscripts: “De Terminator van Innemendheid” (“Terminator of 
Endearment,” a sci-fi adventure about a cyborg’s on-again, off-again love affair with a 
really big gun), “De Garens van Brinkbroth” (“The Yarns of Brinkbroth,” Hans’ semi-lucid 
recollections of therapy) and “De Kraan Zak” (“The Crane Bag,” at best guess, something 
to do with time travel and animal husbandry). The only publisher to reply to Hans was 
Mountain Fuzz Imprints, who advised the morbid Dutch scribbler to turn himself over to 
authorities before any more paper got hurt, and the university expelled him for 
frightening other students through alternating bouts of abrasive mirth and inconvenient 
fragility. 
 
Broke, rudderless and shorn of all philosophical inquisitiveness, Hans drifted back to 
Faraknopps, took up the guitar and found a job as a mail clerk. A month into the 
position, a manager asked Hans to run a suit to the dry cleaner. Noticing how the 
manager looked like a Cornish Teuton from Lisbon, Hans ran the suit through a paper 
shredder. Once again on the skids, he wandered to the local employment center and, 
while searching the postings, struck up a conversation with fellow job hunter Leo 
Kurshev—the guitar player with whom Hans would form Spamglok. The perfect down-
to-earth counterpoint to Hans’ airy inclinations, Leo asked Hans if he wanted to start a 
band. Reviewing the events of his life, all of which had been cyclical and had ended in 
disaster, Hans didn’t see why not. He figured, if his place was seemingly soap-boy in the 
shower stall of the grand scheme, he could take music as a wet towel, twist it into a rat-
tail and lay a few welts on the ass of creation. Such action may not elevate him above 
soap-boy, but at least he’d leave a mark. 
 
Hans is popularly believed to be a pantheist (one who sees divinity within the forces of 
nature and natural substances), and is thus often held as a pagan, but the beliefs are 
misinterpretations of a childhood incident. Falling asleep one Sunday afternoon during 
church, Hans awoke from a weird dream to suddenly cry out, “Ik ben een pancreas!” 
(roughly translated as “I’m a pancreas!”). Parishioners, however, thought Hans had 
sacrilegiously declared himself a pantheist in the house of God and quickly spread 
scurrilous gossip. The upside for young Hans: The priest’s daughter was so turned on by 
Hans, she jumped him in the rectory. 
 
Those born under the sign of the Ox, according to the Chinese zodiac, are easygoing, 
which was half-true for Hans. When he embarked on his musical odyssey with 



Spamglok, he didn’t know that he’d get to the end of a road tarred with ruined lives and 
fetid concert experiences, but he would get to that place easily. 
 
Some pseudonyms by which Hans has gone: Fin Bristle (for the band Frank Agony and 
Chutney Breakfast) and Zeebo (of Zeebo and Bryce). 
 
A Few Books by Hans: 
 

 A Million Little Slices (Puffin Imprints), a chronicle of Hans’ four-year-long 
addiction to pie. 

 Abuse Your Illusion (Mirage Press), a biography of model Allegra Coleman. 

 Receipt Above All Things (Nightflight Books), a chronicle of Hans’ two-year 
friendship with twentysomething pimp JT LeRoy (who billed Hans for the two 
years). 

 Thirty-Six Impulses of Freud (Longbiggie Books), Hans’ first-person account of 
being locked in a broom closet in Iraq with New York reporter Jason Blair and 
Swazi correspondent Phesheya Dupe. 

 The Gabulist (Notional Books), a biography of New Republic magazine reporter 
Steven Glass while he was writing “Spittle Heaven,” the story of how teenager 
Ian Restill proved the superior conductivity of crystallized drool over microchips, 
and sold a patent to Jukt Micronics. 

 
Hans at a Glance: 
 

 Favorite Food: “Spork. It’s not spaghetti. It’s not pork. What is it?” 

 Favorite Drink: “Anything that requires two hands to hold.” 

 Favorite Movie: “The 1982 Kurt Russell chiller The Thing, because it was banned 
in Finland. Actually, I haven’t seen the movie, so I suppose I only like it because it 
was banned. I’ll say Pimple Longshanks.” 

 Favorite TV Show: “I like Tactical World of Disney, especially the episode where 
Disney executives invent a new character—Mickey Measles—and send him off to 
Universal Studios.” 

 Favorite Band: Deep Stupid. 

 Favorite Album: “Deep Stupid’s debut album, I Think We’re Stupid Now.” 

 Favorite Liquid: “Water. It’s God’s way of saying, ‘There. Don’t say I never give 
you anything’.” 

 Favorite Festival: “Smouldering Man. It’s the festival after Burning Man.” 

 Life Philosophy: “If a tree falls in the forest, it’s firewood.” 
 



 
 
 



Biography: Shaky Spamglok 
 
Co-founder of the rock band Spamglok, Leo Kurshev (a.k.a. Shaky Spamglok) was born in 
Ivo’s Cabbage Palace, Faraknopps, the Netherlands, while his parents, Hengist and 
Ygerne Kurshev were quarrelling over Ygerne’s alleged flirtations toward a dusky 
Romaine lettuce vendor from Eastern Scheidt. Ygerne had only been asking the vendor 
whether he’d washed his hands before handling the produce (which the vendor hadn’t), 
but Hengist had been raised by strict Saxon parents, and his quarrelsome nature would 
shape Leo’s development. 
 
Ygerne maintained, “That boy was born to break the rules. It seemed like, if everyone 
was doing something one way, he’d make every effort to do the exact opposite, just for 
spite,” and outwardly, her suppositions appeared well-founded. Few were the evenings 
when, after being pulled from the bath, an invigorated and naked Leo didn’t escape the 
towels of Mom to bolt outside. “I don’t know how she survived that kid,” recalled Jan de 
Poepjes, one-time neighbor of the Kurshevs. “I remember the night Mrs. Kurshev 
knocked at my door. I was just sitting down to a supper of apple speck, and when I 
answered, she was standing there, embarrassed and obviously frazzled. She said, ‘I’m 
looking for my son.’ Leveling her hand at waist height, she said, ‘He’s about so high, 
blond and running around as naked as a bean goose. Have you seen him?’ I started to 
laugh, because I thought it was a joke, but she flashed me this look like she was ready to 
beat me with a bratwurst. So I told her to hold on while I checked the backyard, and 
sure enough, there he was. I hated turning him in because I had to admire his spirit, and 
he looked so happy, but he was swinging like a nude gymnast from my prize ginkgo tree, 
and he’d peed in the bird bath.” As purely rebellious as Leo’s early behavior appeared, 
though, his inclinations were (and would remain) less about individuality at senseless 
cost and more about being true to who he was and how he was fashioned. 
 
At age nine, while attending the basis school Overig Faraknopps, Leo rigged a school 
field hockey game for his team by offering chocolate (really chocolate-coated laxative) 
to the opposing team, and earned himself a date with the principal’s strap, but Leo 
wasn’t coy on first dates. As the principal was bringing down the strap, Leo dodged the 
blow and the principal struck himself in the nuggets. Enraged, the headmaster smacked 
Leo about the head while Leo went running and laughing down the hall. Leo later 
trumped the principal by stealing all his garden gnomes and placing them in the school 
sports field, where he erected a large sign reading “Gnoom het Aandeel” (roughly 
translated as Gnomestock). Some superstitious locals believed the gnomes had actually 
gathered by themselves and smashed them in an incident that the local newspaper 
would dub “De Stenigen van de Gnomen” (meaning the stoning of the gnomes), which 
would become an annual event in Faraknopps. A favorite event T-shirt: “I Got Smashed 
at Gnomestock.” 
 
At age fourteen, while half-heartedly pursuing middle-level education at Senior Skilbig 
and wondering what he was going to do with his life, Leo heard a contraband copy of 



“Follow Your Heart” by the Canadian rock trio Triumph and noted how some girls 
practically undressed themselves for what his father viewed as the devil’s chip dip. 
Eager to dip his own chips, Leo enrolled in guitar lessons at the local community centre 
and learned how to make a bar chord. After that, he learned another chord, and after 
that he formed his first band, Bruto Van Gogh (translated as Sloppy Van Gogh), for 
which he recruited fellow Skilbig students Edern von den Stemmen (bass), Acne 
Gallinghouse (drums) and Horsa Bonniol (guitar). They wrote two original songs, “Da 
Nacht Werd Voor Gemaakt Bevuilen” (“The Night Was Made for Sloppin”) and “Duid in 
de Dijk Aan” (“Finger in the Dike”). Mostly, the band was known for covers of verbose 
Dutch pop songs such as “Ernstig de Steelpan” (“Serious Saucepan”) and “De Hak de 
teen de Zeep” (“Heel Toe Soap”). 
 
As a quartet, Bruto Van Gogh had enough of an innocent veneer and repertoire to place 
in local talent shows, but the disguise only served to exacerbate Leo’s fundamentally 
volatile disposition. He wanted to rock, and finally boiled over at a church picnic where 
Bruto Van Gogh had been booked for an outdoor dance. While the priests were happily 
counting the guldens they’d raised from the sale of orange punch (the whole purpose of 
the event), Leo dialed up his amplifier and roared into his rendition of the Jimi Hendrix 
classic “Purple Haze.” He went all out, lighting his guitar on fire and fanning the smoke 
as it rose. The priests, believing Leo was possessed, splashed him with holy water. 
Jokingly, Leo shouted, “Het brandwonden! Het brandwonden!” (“It burns! It burns!“), 
but the priests—and the community—were so freaked out by the act, Hengist and 
Ygerne were asked to strap Leo into a straightjacket before bringing him to church. 
Frustrated by not being able to pick his nose during mass, Leo threw some clothes into a 
backpack and left home. His mother cried; his father turned Leo’s room into a mumbly-
peg parlor. 
 
After a string of jobs as an itinerant cola bubbler, tram mopper and grain haranguer, Leo 
joined the Dutch military, but after six weeks at boot camp in Hilversum, he was 
discharged for liberal and excessive use of guns and grenades (as well as his alarming 
glee at being armed). Penniless and dishearteningly gun-less, Leo resumed his 
wanderings and eventually wound up in the port town of Den Helden, where he found 
employment as a longshoreman. The work was brutal, but he learned how to fight and 
drink, and in Den Helden, both skills counted for much. Muscular and belligerent, he 
was a catch by the standards of many, and the net closed (not for the last time) when he 
wound up at the altar with Koo Skart, a bookmaker’s daughter from Flevo. 
 
The union lasted about a year. Leo had initially been attracted to Koo because, on top of 
being able to hold her liquor well, she’d told Leo that she was a keeper of secret 
knowledge, and he’d found that mysterious and sexy. As it turned out, Koo simply 
couldn’t remember what she’d done from one day to the next, so she had no 
recollection after selling their home, books, clothes and furniture to pay off gambling 
debts. Leo filed for divorce. Koo’s enraged father gave eighty-to-one odds against Leo 
making it out of Den Helden alive. Leo took the bet, placed a wager in favor of himself 



under the name Vladimir Trotts and escaped Den Helden. 
 
To evade Koo, who’d forgotten Leo had divorced her (and thereby wanted to kill him for 
running out on her unannounced), Leo bought a guitar and joined the metal cover band 
Klokwerk Fuchsia as a means to earn money without having to remain in one location 
for long. The band toured Gelderland and Holland before the group’s founders, Ailbriht 
and Elduin Cuthbrid, abandoned music to go to technical school and invent ringtones. 
Broke, Leo returned to Faraknopps and found a job as a welder’s assistant, then lost the 
job after welding his boss inside a tool trailer for refusing to pay overtime. While 
perusing job postings at the Faraknopps employment centre, Leo struck up a 
conversation with fellow job hunter Hans Papillio, who’d just lost a job as a mail clerk. 
Discovering a mutual interest in music, they decided to start a band since the job 
postings were thin and ridiculous. 
 
Their first gig was as a duo at the notorious Urnac Room in Lelystad, Flevoland, an illegal 
grow-op for the regional hallucinogen known as Smingbolten Sally. The Urnac Room was 
also a favorite haunt of Dutch illusionist Arp Halebran (who gave his most noteworthy 
performance by disappearing after sleeping with the daughter of a prominent Sikh 
family). Performing acoustically, the pair played blues songs by Dutch artists like Blind 
Bulb Orderic and Screamin’ Jay Gobin, and they were received well, but they wanted to 
hone a rock edge. All they lacked was the proper gear, plus money. So they decided to 
purchase what they needed through a five-finger discount in Faraknopps at the club 
Skapa Sjaskig, where happenstance introduced them to dazzle-coins salesman Emo 
Dresden and launched them as the helmsmen of Spamglok. 
 
Some pseudonyms by which Leo has gone: Moon Creeper (for the band Frank Agony 
and Chutney Breakfast) and Bryce O’Roni (from Zeebo and Bryce). 
 
Leo at a Glance: 
 

 Favorite Food: “Finnish sausage. A slice of it really makes a good guitar pick.” 

 Favorite Movie: Dredlocks for Benji. 

 Favorite TV Show: “Do as You’re Told and Maybe You’ll Get Some Prizes. It’s a 
German game show, I believe. I also like Skippy the Bush Kangaroo.” 

 Favorite Book: “The dictionary. It has everything.” 

 Favorite Band: “50 Nose Studs. I saw them when I was in India.” 

 Favorite Album: “50 Hours of Nose Studs. Honestly, albums in India go on 
forever, like their movies.” 

 Favoriote Sport: “Burger-ball.” 

 Life Philosophy: “Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we shall die, so let’s make it 
a really, really long meal, okay?” 

 




Spamglok: Discography 
 

1. Spamglok: Confused in Any Language (2010) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   That Itchy Thing 
2.   Sei Anhaben ein Thumby (Don’t Get All Thumby)  
3.   Danger Buttons 
4.   Think-Tanked 
5.   I’ll Keep the Words to This Song Simple 
6.   Der Schneetz 
7.   My Baby’s Got Too Many Weird Shoes 
8.   Do You Have Running Water Here? 
9.   Psychic Pizza 
10. I’ve Got My Pride (But You’ve Got My House Keys) 
11. Listen. Do You Smell That? 
12. (I’m a) Chalk Outline Lover 
13. It’s You! It’s Not Your Air Conditioner 
14. LoofahLife 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—vocals, keyboards, complex confusion 

 Shaky Spamglok—vocals, guitars, irrational behavior 

 Weasel Spamglok—guitars, gratuitous complaining 

 Slippery Spamglok—bass, spontaneous paranoia 

 Flipper Spamglok—drums, demeaning errands 

 Fluffy Spamglok—percussion, fluff expulsion 

 Rubber Boy—sound effects and other cruel requests 
 

All songs recorded at Foamspike Studios, except “Der Schneetz” and “My Baby’s Got 
Too Many Weird Shoes,” recorded, well... we’re not sure where. Engineered by 
Vince Lunchhammer, Nubs Chicklet and Chooch Fleck. Mixed by Vigo Voltsmitten. 
Mastered by Pikoe Michmarch. All songs copyright © 2010, Dazzle Records. All rights 
reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws, which never 
stopped anyone before. Special thanks to the good firefighters of Newstad, Ont., for 
not pressing charges against Slippery after she obliterated the Presbyterian Family 
Day picnic tent before driving that fire truck into the river. 

 
2. Around the World in 80 Spamgloks (2010) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Sober for a Weekend, Never Again 



2.   Nipple Ring Infection 
3.   Pocket Rodent 
4.   Vikings Don’t Eat Olives 
5.   Achterdochtig Schaap, Yay! 
6.   Drinkula (Dracula’s Lost Weekend) 
7.   Eric’s in the Red 
8.   Bad Case of Snowballs and Icicle Dogs 
9.   Smelly, Green and Tender 
10. Big Flesh Woman 
11. Polar Bare 
12. Thor (You Can’t Take Him Anywhere) 
13. Big Metal Hawaii 
14. Three-Ring Berserkus 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—vocals, keyboards, exemplary drinking 

 Shaky Spamglok—vocals, guitars, stupendous drinking 

 Weasel Spamglok—guitars, fitful sleep 

 Slippery Spamglok—bass, small fires 

 Flipper Spamglok—drums (conventional and industrial) 

 Fluffy Spamglok—percussion, all pizza payments 

 Rubber Boy—convective emissions 
 

Recorded inside Spamglok manager Emo Dresden’s apartment, except “Bad Case of 
Snowballs and Icicle Dogs,” recorded at Studio Wartweezers. Engineered by Vince 
Lunchhammer, Chooch Fleck and Jük Theodorick. Mixed by Vigo Voltsmitten. 
Mastered by Orpheus Odinpunk. All songs copyright © 2010, Dazzle Records. All 
rights reserved, and if you violate them, we’ll hunt you down and let Slippery stay 
with you for a month. (Trust me, you don’t want that.) Special thanks to the cleaning 
staff at Emo’s building. We don’t know who lodged that cabbage in Emo’s toilet, but 
with a bit of club soda, the hallway carpeting will be as good as new. Also, if anybody 
knows the whereabouts of Rubber Boy, please return him. He made a big mess 
inside Emo’s stock pot and we’re not going near it. 

 
3. Soyglok (2010) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Low-Cal Stud Muffin 
2.   Aerobic Warlock 
3.   Stairmaster to Heaven 
4.   One Mind, One Spirit, One Calorie 
5.   Ear Candling in the Wind 
6.   Crystals and Other Crap That You People Like 



7.   Penguins: Not Just a Cracker Spread 
8.   Yogi Wasn’t Just a Bear 
9.   Be In the Doughnut 
10. Tao Truck 
11. Poultry-geist 
12. Reincarnation (Alimony All Over Again) 
13. If a Tree Falls in the Forest, It’s Firewood 
14. This Little Light of Mine (Doesn’t Heat My Freakishly Cold Hovel) 
 

 Wemsley Bing—vocals, shameless endorsement of Salisbury Footwash 

 Aucky Nibbins—guitars, vocals, artistic wheezing 

 Randy Wolfblind—bass, dingle balls 

 Holden Hausmann—drums, deportation coordinator 

 Bobby Rippen—keyboards, decorative pastries 

 Zurt Einman—useless window dressing 

 Legsley Windrop—token idiot 
 

Recorded at Toast Sweat Sound. Mixed by Storney Flail, Accounts Payable 
Department, Dazzle Records. Mastered by Postcard Opinions Group. All songs 
copyright © 2010, Dazzle Records. 

 
4. Monkey Pucks (2011) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Monkey Pucks 
2.   Why Is the Remote All the Way Over There? 
3.   I’d Care If I Didn’t 
4.   What’s This Weird Stuff in My Belly Button? 
5.   This Song Inspired by Benzedrine 
6.   The Minimum-Effort Track 
7.   Sounds of Me Eating a Sandwich 
8.   Squid Slap 
9.   Ticked Off About Daylight 
10. Safety Pants 
11. (Open the Door for Your) Expiry Date 
12. Shut Up, the Mime Is Talking 
13. Ach Tung, Barbie 
14. Fine, I’ll Get a Job (Just Stop Flicking That at Me) 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—vocals, keyboards, creative lethargy 

 Shaky Spamglok—vocals, guitars, disparate clarity 

 Jumpy Spamglok—drums, fake IDs 



 Slippery Spamglok—bass, Maoist leanings, abusive tolerance 

 Spam Doll—guitars, neurotic chatter, frightening laughter 

 Rude-glok—keyboards, belligerence 

 Party Chick—terrifying squeaks, pharmaceuticals 

 Foreign-glok—percussion, fear of all things domestic 
 

Recorded at Phlegm-Lock Studios. Engineered by Vince Lunchhammer and some guy 
found eating sugar packets at Salvation Hole Donuts. Mixed by Turdius Maximus. 
Mastered by Bob Tinderthrush and Grimp Mongol. All songs copyright © 2011, 
Dazzle Records. All rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of 
applicable laws. First offence: Spam Doll will consume everything in your medicine 
cabinet, then attempt to cook something using dynamite. Second offence: Slippery 
Spamglok will show up at your place of work and pretend to be your alcoholic sister. 
Third offence: Lusty love letters, signed by you, will be sent to a local penal 
institution. (If you’re already trolling for prison love, then we’ll force you to go on 
tour with the band.) 

 
5. Bonfire of the Spamgloks (2011) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1. Kerosene Girl 
2. Your Love Is a Fire (But It Burned Our House Down) 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—vocals, keyboards, first aid 

 Shaky Spamglok—vocals, guitars, fire extinguishers 

 Jumpy Spamglok—drums, medicinal gels 

 Slippery Spamglok—bass, non-medicinal gels 

 Spam Doll—guitars, hose-handling 

 Rude-glok—keyboards, advanced belligerence 
 

Recorded at Phlegm-Lock Studios, Toronto. Engineered by Nifty and Shaky 
Spamglok. Mixed by Turdius Maximus. Mastered by Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. All 
songs copyright © 2011, Dazzle Records. All rights reserved. Released in memory of 
Jumpy Spamglok, who choked on a ride cymbal during recording. 

 
6. Ratrod (2011) 
Runtco Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Peppermint Mental 
2.   The Mighty Cheese of Freedom 
3.   Sew Watt 



4.   All Hail the Fern 
5.   I Said What? 
6.   I Really Said That? 
7  . I Honestly Don’t Remember Saying That 
8.   Apparently I’m Good and Ready 
9.   Steamball Lightning 
10. Rock Crispy 
11. Flecks of Painted Assumption 
12. Beware the Trundler 
13. I’m a Couple 
14. Stewart the Angry Banker 
15. Monotonous-opoly 
16. Oosh 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—keyboards, bad cheques, wrong notes 

 Shaky Spamglok—engineering, frequent trips to the beer store 

 Weasel Spamglok—guitars, puppets and other things with string 

 Slippery Spamglok—bass, anger therapy 

 Phil Tayes—sound editing and other jobs involving sharp objects 

 Zinc Groovy—guitars, often his own 

 Jim Fowler--keyboards 
 

Recorded at Gasoline Galleon. Engineering: Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. Mastering: 
Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. All songs copyright © 2011, Runtco Records. All rights 
reserved and enforced by three really tough high-school girls who don’t have any 
true allegiance to Spamglok or enjoy the band’s music to any degree but simply need 
any excuse to thump people in order to look cool in front of their friends. Special 
thanks: Jimmy Twitch for keeping an eye out for the cops while we were stealing 
stuff; Langus McLarchy, whose fish tank was never the same after the wrap party; 
Annie Andripoleen, for explaining to us that ball hockey was not what we thought; 
Mike Gaun, who never found out who puked in his car; Buddha, for being 
comfortable with his weight. Note: Keyboardist Jim Fowler isn’t related to the guy 
who appeared in the TV show Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom, although he did 
run loose with a tranquilizer gun and subsequently had to be subdued with one. 

 
7. I Am a Wild Budget (2011) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Great Big CEO 
2.   Yes, I Think Your Jokes Are Really Funny 
3.   I Wonder If I’ll Ever Fire You Again 
4.   Two Weeks Pay, Twenty Years of Grief 



5.   Rock Around 9 A.M. Sharp! 
6.   Robbery, Assault and Flattery 
7.   49 Discussions About Meetings 
8.   Lakeside Parking Spot 
9.   Sick Days of Summer 
10. The Neverending Golf Story 
 

 Quinn Dillis—vocals without extraneous adjectives 

 Candice Sullywind—battery-powered Telecaster 

 Geoff Muffler—Swag drums 

 Timmy the Intern—acoustic bass, electric bass, keyboards, vocal overdubs, 
catering, switchboard, mail delivery, laundry pickup, no pay but plenty of 
experience that the band assured him would pay off hugely in the future 

 Perry Clinchsphincter—two-handed calculators 

 Marissa Mensinga—lyric generators 

 Ivan Detangler—memos 

 Kim Rinser—preparation of the books that the government will see 

 Wink Remis—preparation of the books that the government won’t see 

 Persian Crush—subliminal ads for Dazzle products 
 

Recorded at Eleventh-Hour Organizers. Engineering: Timmy the Intern. Mixing: 
Timmy the Intern. Mastering: Mix Temps. All music written by Quinn Dillis. All lyrics 
created by Candice Sullywind through www.bighitslyricgenerator.com. All songs 
copyright © 2011, Dazzle Records. All rights reserved. Any unlawful copying of 
material will result in a personal audit so thorough, Dazzle Records promises a rectal 
exam will seem like a mosquito bite by comparison. Special thanks to Nelson 
Chocolate Products for the contra deal—nine boxes of I Am a Wild Budget for seven 
cases of Crackly-Crank Chocolate Chew. We were practically snorting that stuff 
toward the end, but Timmy the Intern ran off at some point, shouting (very quickly, I 
might add), “Man, I feel great! Oh man, I’m peaking!” So, if you see him, could you 
please stuff him into a bubble envelope and mail him back to Ringus College. We last 
saw him speed-walking to Perry Sound. Also, thanks to accountant Freep Dourhound 
for catching that suspicious spring-clip expense at the last minute. 

 
8. Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge (2011) 
Dazzle Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Ten Interesting Things About Bananas 
2.   Locomotion Suntan Lotion 
3.   Where the F--k Are We? 
4.   Foamy Cups of Something 
5.   If I Didn’t Love You, I’d Obviously Be Sober 



6.   Barnacles Never Sleep 
7.   Warm Spot in the Ocean 
8.   Sharp-Dressed Ham 
9.   Seven-Hundred Photos of People You Don’t Know 
10. One Bourbon, One Shot and One Steer 
11. Turks and Cakeholes 
12. Get Your Kicks From Coup 66 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—electric conch, cyclonic spoons, vocals, some rattly thing, 
pneumatic whisk, glitter wrench 

 Shaky Spamglok—jellyfish bullroarer, bullypin shears, vocals, plywood harp, 
stubby pan pipes, sawgrass fife, AK-47 muzzle loader 

 Marvis Marvello—sandwich press, sausage skinner, parade-grade casserole horn 

 The Fabulous Hulagans—hip maracas 

 Drinkwater Friendly—tetanus shots 

 Chubby Troller—saltwater bugle 
 

Recorded at various locations: Bingaroo’s Jolly-Fun Bungalow, Lord of the Fries and 
Shakes, Brazilian Dave’s Lambada Hut, Tristan’s Wiggler-o-Matic, Big Mango Ranch, 
and Digeri Donuts. Engineering: Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. Mixing: Shaky Spamglok. 
Mastering: Chili Bop Coltrane. All songs copyright © 2011, Dazzle Records. All rights 
reserved, although unauthorized copying of “Foamy Cups of Something” and “Sharp-
Dressed Ham” is legal in Antigua since, at some point while visiting the Antiguan 
town of Freetown, Nifty assumed everything was free, just as the name implied, and 
tried to set a world record for eating conch with salsa. Free copyright to the 
Antiguan government, he felt, was the least he could do to make up for the error, 
though Shaky took exception and set a pack of hungry rabbits loose in the 
Catamaran Hotel after buying the rabbits passes to the hotel’s all-you-can-eat salad 
bar. Special thanks: The aliens of the Bermuda Triangle for taking us water-skiing; 
those drug runners from Haiti for being such lousy shots; technician Bandolero Jones 
for being such a good sport after falling overboard and washing ashore at a voodoo 
retreat in Barbuda. Extra special thanks to Carnival Cruise Lines for failing to find us 
after we took a tour group to Guadeloupe. We really just needed backup singers for 
a while, and we did the world a favor when we built that bonfire of floral-print 
shirts. 

 
9. Madness of a Mind Gone Normal (2011) 
Runtco Records 
 
Tracks:  
1.   Crusts of Better Living 
2.   Backpackage 
3.   Blunderskunk the Immortal 



4.   Icy Trent 
5.   Deny the E-gull 
6.   Mosquito 
7.   Ping-Bong 
8.   While My Guitar Gently Sweeps 
9.   Tangerine Trouble 
10. Because It’s Pizza 
11. I Now Know That I Know Nothing 
12. Tap Water 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—keyboards, bass, drums, percussion, maximum exploitation of 
minimum inspiration 

 Shaky Spamglok—guitars, keyboards, merciful simplification of complex 
aggravation 

 Spam Doll—guitars, experimental idiocy 

 Terse-glok—synthesizers, quiet accusation 

 Slippery Spamglok—bass, gluttonous denial 

 Spooky Spamglok—guitars, feng shui, constant fear of desertion 

 Prickly Spamglok—drums, percussion, leg-waxing 

 Crusty-glok—guitars, unwanted opinions 
 

Recorded at Studio Whereabouts and Checkerboard Soundamatasm. Engineering: 
Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. Mixing: Nifty Spamglok. Mastering: Shaky Spamglok. All 
songs copyright © 2011, Runtco Records. All rights reserved. No part of this CD may 
be reproduced, in whole or in part, without written permission from Nifty, who will 
only give permission after the following items have been gathered: two hickeys from 
a convicted murderer, seven boxes of Sugared Gourds, a signed copy of the Lustrous 
Goths’ CD single “Balloon Animal Abattoir,” hair gel for the criminally insane, and an 
official T-shirt from Camp Dog-Fly. Special thanks: Lorna and Bobby Shinnigan for 
letting us use the proceeds from your lemonade stand to help finance this project. 
You have to admit. Sales really picked up when we started selling hard liquor under 
the name Shinnigan’s Shots. Thanks also to Mr. and Mrs. Shinnigan for calling 
paramedics after you were done with us. We were certainly in no shape to dial a 
phone, much less recognize one. Finally, thanks to Father Brimson. Who knew one 
could plow a spiritual furrow with cuticle scissors but still qualify to dispense free 
alcohol? It was nice of you to read the last rites after the Shinnigans beat us into 
oatmeal, but next time, please pay attention when the person to whom you’re 
reading the last rites is screaming, “I’m not dead! Hey! Can’t you hear me? Look, I’m 
kicking you now! Can’t you feel me kicking you in the rosaries?” 

 
10. Spamglok: Live at the Pointless Dragon (2012) 
Moby Records 
 



Tracks: 
1.   Eddie Van Hellman’s, the Mayonnaise of Rock 
2.   Barbara Anne Creature, the Substitute Teacher 
3.   Bryce O’Roni, the San Francisco Freak 
4.   Fourth Cheek From the Delicate Sound 
5.   Inflatable Washroom 
6.   Love Farted, I Departed 
7.   The Creamy Spiritual Filling of the Plastic-Wrap Man 
8.   Demonic Styling Mousse of the Dubiously Sexy 
9.   Angus the Bald Ball Washer 
10. Cheese-Happy Sled Dogs of the Champs-Élysées 
11. Hairdressers for Spite 
12. Tossing Jackhammers for Ungrateful Scotsmen 
13. From Beer to Eternity 
14. God in Stockings 
15. Bilbo in a Brothel 
 

 Shaky Spamglok—guitars, vocals 

 Nifty Spamglok—guitars, vocals  

 Helen Destroy—bass, vocals 

 Gwen Boa—spittoon percussion 

 Red Chocolate—muted shrieks and other emissions of terror 
 

Recorded at the Pointless Dragon Pub in Humpler, Wales. Engineered and produced 
by Cameron Quickstone and Freak Froghammer. Mastered at Listless Minions 
Studios. All songs copyright © 2012, Moby Records. All rights reserved. Special 
thanks to Welsh female impersonator Wooly Petite, who inadvertently made this 
recording possible through memory-scarring costume malfunctions. 

 
11. Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs (2012) 
Moby Records 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Now Is the Winter of Our Disrespect 
2.   Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs 
3.   A History of Flatulence 
4.   Aqualump 
5.   Dirty Little Egret 
6.   You’re a Pistol, I’m a Kevlar Vest 
7.   The Smell of Thunder 
8.   Standing Ripe Beside You 
9.   Revenge Buffet 
10. The Constant Geisha 
11. Hard Plump Here for a Pimp 



12. Who Says You Can’t Go Home (When Someone Else Lives There) 
13. The Lion, the Witch and the Bathrobe (The Chronicles of Nads) 
14. Goblin Pesto and the Toilet of Fire 
15. Frost Trance Opera 
 

 Shaky Spamglok—guitars, vocals 

 Nifty Spamglok—keyboards, guitars, vocals 

 Helen Destroy—bass, vocals 

 Gwen Boa—drums, percussion 
 

Recorded at the Bolan Hotel, London. Produced by Nifty and Shaky Spamglok. 
Engineered by Cortana Headspin. Mastered by Jimmy Rabbit. All songs copyright © 
2012, Moby Records. All rights reserved. Special thanks to the people in the parking 
lot when Gwen spewed pillow foam. You were all such good sports about it. We 
received your dry cleaning bills and promise to compensate everyone when we stop 
laughing (which will likely not be any time soon). Also, thanks to the staff of the 
Bolan Hotel for helping to make this album possible. Those little soaps and bottles of 
shampoo were really quite yummy.  

 
12. Geet Spamgali (2012) 
Bollywind Records 
 
Tracks: 
1. Arbor Day With Satan 
2. Dirty Little Egret 
3. Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs 
4. Revenge Buffet 
5. Fall Into My Arms (I Swear I’ll Catch You This Time) 
6. Aqualump 
7. We Will Mock You 
8. The Grand Parade of Plastic Tableware 
9. Fourth Cheek From the Delicate Sound 
 

 Shaky Spamglok—guitars, vocals 

 Nifty Spamglok—keyboards, guitars, vocals 

 Helen Destroy—bass, vocals 

 Gwen Boa—drums, percussion 

 Julu Doosh—spy cameras, lapel microphones 

 Legless Stir-Fry—digital recorders, getaway mopeds 
 

Recorded illegally at various venues across India for Bollywind Records and Surgical 
Sutra Distribution Warehouse. Produced by Deepak Sundry. Engineered by Marvin 
Gati the Wily Martyr. All songs copy-wrenched 2012 by Bollywind Records. All parts 



of this CD may be reproduced, re-packaged and re-sold in all countries where the 
public domain is seen as a wondrous land where copyright seems about as sensible 
as a gay pride parade in Afghanistan. Special thanks to Jass Hoogurey for concealing 
that microphone up his butt. Don’t worry, Jass. You’ll expunge it soon. 

 
13. Fret Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans (2013) 
Miscreant Discs 
 
Tracks: 
1.   Fretless Overture 
2.   The Gathering of the Mudwiffs 
3.   The Deportation of the Britneys 
4.   In the Meat of the Night 
5.   The Rustle of Celtic Sunbathers 
6.   I See Fed People 
7.   Anguish the Onion 
8.   Waif Gets Tooled Again 
9.   Funeral for Mr. Feely Fingers 
10. Intermission Improbable 
11. An Unexpected Appearance by Some Type of Alien 
12. Epoch of the Gargantuans 
13. Talkin’ ‘bout My Medication 
14. The Running of the Sales Associates 
15. Raspberry Toupee 
16. For Those About to Rock, We Dilute You 
17. Come On and Suffer the Awful Baby Dolls 
18. The Decaffeination of the Sloshlings 
19. The On-Again, Off-Again War of the Temp Agencies 
20. Gin Rinse, Repeat 
21. The Story Is Over, Now Go the Hell Home 
 

 Helen Destroy—triple-neck bass, acoustic bass, vocals 

 Kylie Ringworm—lead guitar, vocals 

 Gorgeous Dripmissile—underling guitar, vocals 

 Lotus Flutterchaps—keyboards, caterwauling 

 Andrea Fendermount—drums, glitter pistols 

 Jenny Engorgement—flaming marimba, melon launcher 

 Darling Socialflush—cubic bells, long-range potato gun 

 Cub Joinery—nervous agreement, housekeeping 

 Lenny Wholegrain—servile amusement, errands 

 Rip Tickler—seamstress 
 



Recorded at Crunchy Fetish Studios, Vancouver. Produced by Helen Destroy. 
Engineered by Cheryl Valvecream. Mixed by Jessica Locke-Willy. Mastered by Laura 
Fumigation. All songs copyright © 2013, Miscreant Discs. All rights reserved and 
personally enforced by Helen Destroy through a wholesale deal with Kwan’s House 
of Sporting Goods and the President’s Chance line of Zip-Lock Body Baggies.  

 
15. The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice (2013) 
Glokworks 
 
Tracks: 
1.   I Have a Spouse, and I Must Scream 
2.   Black Market Clackers 
3.   Le Divorce Makes Our Breakup Sound So Sexy 
4.   You Captured My Heart, I Sliced Off Your Head 
5.   Have You Seen My Monkey? 
6.   Be Complex 
7.   One Ring to Rock Them All 
8.   Margarine Narcosis 
9.   The Dance of the Dateless Dumplings 
10. An Hour Later, You Wanna Rock Again 
11. Vigil of the Crispy Critters 
 

 Nifty Spamglok—MIDI programming, keyboards, guitars, drums, vocals 

 Lance Hemingweasel—loop recording and editing, guitars, bass, vocals 

 J-Rock—eextended-play house mixes 

 LL Cruel—extended-play outbuilding mixes 

 Bill Turnstile—podcasting 
 

Recorded at Hemingweasel Studio. Produced by Nifty Spamglok and Maestro Von 
Reckless. Engineered by Snappy Fingerfood. Mixed by Ray Ray Cutlass. Mastered by 
Miguel Hernandez. All songs copyright © 2013, Glokworks, except “An Hour Later, 
You Wanna Rock Again,” co-written by Gwen Boa and recorded with permission. All 
rights reserved. “You Captured My Heart, I Sliced Off Your Head” (from the 2012 film 
Thighlander) reproduced courtesy of Panlogic Films. 

 



